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DEDICATION
•

As a token of our esteem and as a mark of our

gratitufje for the sincere and unfailing interest manifested

in Baghdad College and its student body, we, the Cla
S "

- v.

of Nineteen Hundred and Forty-six, respectfully dedicate

this issue of E| Iraqi tq His Excellency, Monsignor

Georges de Jonghe d'Ardnye, Apostolic Delegate in

Iraq.

From the outset he has always shown himself keenly

solicitous for the welfare and progress of Baghdad

College, and has never failed to exhort and encourage

in the arduous task of attaining the high educational ideals

held aloft by His Holiness, I?ius XU, to n confused

and distracted world.

We think we can give him no greater pleasure than

by assuring him that it Is our hope and our determination

ever to he faithful to those ideals.



HIS) KXCIiLL.b.NU

V

5 [GNOR Gl l pRGI S DE !< >NGHE D'ARDOYl

Apostolic Delegate in Iraq
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MEMORIAM
13

HIS EXCELLENCY
MOST REVEREND WILLIAM A. RICE, S. J.. D.D.

Most Reverend William A. Rice, S. J., D. D.,

Titular Bishop of Rusicade and Vicar Apostolic of

British Honduras, Founder and first President of

Baghdad College, died in Belize, British Honduras,

on February 28, 1946, in his fifty-fifth year.

His career is briefly sketched. He was born on

Oct. 3, 1891, in Framingham, a little town in

Massachusetts some twenty miles from Boston. He
attended Boston College High School, travelling the

distance from Framingham each day by rail. At till-

age of nineteen he entered the Jesuit Novitiate at St.

Andrew-on-Hudson, where he spent four years. He
studied philosophy for three years at Woodstock
College, Maryland, and then taught for four years at

Regis High School in New York. His four years of

theology he made at St. Ignatius College,

Valkenburg, Holland, where he was ordained priest

in 1925. His final year of training was spent in Spain,

after which he returned to the United States in 1927.

He was appointed Re< tor of tin Novitiate at

Shadowbrook in 1928, and gave up this position lo

become the Founder and first President of Baghdad
College, sailing from America on February 9, 1932,

and arriving in Baghdad one month later.

It would have been difficult to choose a man
better qualified than Father Rice for the work of

founding Baghdad College. You might have found a

more learned man (though that would not have been

easy), or one more astute, more efficient, more

methodical, more dignified. But you would not have

found a man combining all these qualities to the

degree that Father Rice possessed them together with

his endless patience, his matchless courage, his

breadth of view, supernatural outlook, genuine piety,

devotion to duty, tireless energy, indefatigable

industry, variety of interests, and a charity thai

embraced the whole world.

No one was more approachable than Fr. Rio

You could not speak with him for live minutes without

1'eiling thai you had known him all your life. He had

a genuine and deep sympathy for the poor and un-

fortunate, and no one fell any hesitation about coming

to pour out a tale Of WOC into his ear. Children

instinctively felt at home in his presence, and that is

an infallible test ot sterling qualities that cannot !>•

counterfeited. The number of students whom In

admitted to the school without payment was perhaps

larger than prudet iuld have dictated; but when

prudence clashed with charity, prudence usually lost.

lie was rarely angry or indignant, and that only when
he came face to face with meanness or injustice.

There was no guile in him. He had a child's

simplicity, and took a child's delight in the world

about him. He w.i. interested in everything that

moved, whether man or beast. When he came ten

on the flora and fauna of Iraq, he bought it
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immediately. He knew the names of all the flowers,

and took particular delight in wielding a pair of

pruning shears in the garden. He had a particular

affection for animals, and under his watchful eye the

front yard of Baghdad College gradually became the

home '

of chickens, geese, turkeys, guinea hens,

gazelles, rabbits, and guinea pigs. There were, of

course, the usual dogs. {)\iv in the field were the cows

and the pigs. He left behind him a collection of

snakes : could any greater proof of devotion to the

animal kingdom be asked?

He was a linguist of no mean ability. French he-

wrote and spoke with ease, and only a little less well

did he handle German and Spanish. During his in-

cumbency as Acting Apostolic Delegate he learned to

read Italian easily. It is hardly necessary to add that

he was a devotee of the Latin and Greek classics.

Amid all his multifarious occupations he succeeded in

acquiring a working knowledge of Arabic, and his

note-books of Arabic words, in his neat Arabic script,

showed the care and devotion with which he applied

himself to the language at his advanced age.

He was a great booklover, a voracious reader, a

student of history. He was forever begging books,

and when he could not succed in begging them, he

bought them, giving preference always to books of

enduring value. In this way he built up the library of

the school, most of whose 10,000 volumes were secured

by him.

Although he played no instrument, he was a lover

of music, and would join in heartily with the community
singing at Benediction and on other occasions. Teach-
ing singing to the little ones gave him particular joy.

He was not above working with his hands, and
iiked nothing better than to tinker with an old clock

or some other piti :e of machinery which defied the

1 Hurts of others to get it working. He loved good
tools.

He was a man uf tremendous energy, seeming
never to tire. He rose earl) and went late to bid. He
spent hours at his typewriter every week, and scarcely

.1 da) passed that he did not write several letters. He
would make his rounds in the summer heat of Baghdad
and t!in come home and say his breviary while pacing
to and fro on the veranda. Or he would seat himself

at his typewriter and pound oil more letters. Other
men would have sunk into a chair to rest from the

morning 1 ti< >ns'.

When Baghdad College opened in 1932, then
hers l"i li\-- ' lasses of students, two oi

which wen primary-school (lasses. He chose thes<

for himsell and enjoyed immensely the task ol teaching
the he :! ave himsell to the work with as

much devotion a. ;i new teacher, faithfully correcting
•he 'I.. .iiul marking each (iror in red ink.

In all ivities the impelling motive was his

love of God, for he was a man of genuine piety. He
ntly in the chapel. His rosary was often

in his hands. 'I he troubles anil that came to

him, and they wei e not few, he bore smilingly and
wi'hout complaint, glad to b. worthy to suiter some-
thing for the Mattel to whom he had dedicated his

hie, ' - -

In 1937, when the Apostolic Delegate in Iraq,

Msgr. Drapier, was appointed to Indo-China, Father
Rice was made Acting Apostolic Delegate and Ad-
ministrator of the Latin Archdiocese of Baghdad. At

the end of 1938, with the arrival in Baghdad of the

new Apostolic Delegate, Msgr. Georges de Jonghe
d'Ardoyc, he laid down this burden only to be in-

formed that he was to assume a new one in a land

far from Iraq. He was named Titular Bishop of

Rusicadc and Vicar Apostolic of British Honduras,
with his residence at Belize, the capital of the country.

Xo one was less eager than he to don a bishop's

robes. And when he had to leave Baghdad and the

school which he had founded and built up and loved

so much, it was one of the heaviest crosses of his life.

He confided later to a few intimates that he had left

his heart in Baghdad, whose people he had come to

love.

In Belize, too, he endeared himself to the hearts

of all by his simple and unassuming manner and his

genuine charity. He threw himself into his new work
with characteristic energy, travelling up and down
the country by boat or on horseback to visit the distant

mission stations that comprised his vicariate. Never
content to be idle, he even took over the singing

classes for the children in the parish school.

On the evening of February 28th at eight o'clock

he was at his typewriter when the heart stroke came
that ended his life. Two Fathers in an adjoining room
heard him moaning and came to his aid. They started

to help him to his bed, but he sank to his knees and

died in their arms.

When the news of his untimely death reached

Baghdad, the many expressions of sympathy and

grief from Christians and non-Christans alike showed
how deep and enduring was the memory he had left

behind him. After the requiem Mass in St. Joseph's

Cathedral which Msgr. de Jonghe, the Apostolic

Delegate, insisted on celebrating in person, there were

many who could not hold back the tears when they

spoke of Bishop Rice and recalled incidents of his

days in Baghdad.

Bishop Rice was A man of mam and varied

talents. But the one thing that was pre-eminent in him
was his charity, a charity that was truly Christlike

in its supernatural character, its ability to embrace all

mankind, its steadfastness even in the face of ingra'i-

tude. Winn you met him, he made you feel thai he

was interested in you, and he was. That is why he was
so devoted to Baghdad College. And when he thoughl
oi Baghdad College, it was not the buildings or the

grounds that he thought of, except insofar as these

had a beat ing on the students.

It was the students themselves that his heart was
wrapped up in. For them he worked, for them he

planned, for them he spent himself tmstintinglv. He
has left a monument, not so much in the building that

he erected, but in the hearts of the boys and young
men whom he lo\ed and to whom he was an inspi-

r at ion.

May his memory remain ever green among us

and spur us on to achieve great things for God and our

fellowmen in imitation of his noble example. Requi-

escat in pace.
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ADIB RAUF HATTAB
"Why, man, he doth bestride the narrow world, like a Colossus."

The tallest member of our class, Adib is an amiable,

alert, and industrious fellow who is well known for his

frequent use of philosophical terms. Studies have assumed

a place of prominence in his program, for to him pleasures

are "nothing- but trifles, without which any educated

person can assuredly carry on through life." His generous,

sympathetic nature, however, has won him many friends,

and we are proud to place ourselves in their number. With

full confidence in Adib's abilities, we envision him making

giant strides in the field of medicine.

Sodality 3, 4, 5 ; Intramural Baseball.

ALEXANDER EMILE MESSAYEH
"

I. ir.iry heo all the day."

['he facl thai Alex was the third Messayeh to tread

halls oi B.C. did not seem 10 place too heavy a burden

responsibility on his young shoulders. "Aristotle," as

more familiarly known, pos the enviable ability

of taking things easy, and prefers to leave to others all

worries about the future. He works hard, is a perfect

rentleman, and faces difficulties squarely but with a light

heart. His genial his ready wit, and his fondness

<"or \rabic songs h; de him th< popular favorite that

1

1

days ahead Vl<

Imrnmn hall, RaRkf-iball.
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ALLRN NAJIB COTTA
"And no man here but honors you."

Beneath the quiet, unassuming bearing of this loyal

classmate burns a fire of activity and energy. Allen has

attained a remarkable scholastic record, and month after

month his name has appeared on the very top of the Honor

Roll. And yet, his preoccupation with studies did not blind

him to the other phases of school life. We who know him

best can attest his readiness to help others and his pleasant

companionship at all times. We value his friendship highly

and we are sure that the same nobility of mind and

steadfastness of purpose we have admired will lead him

on to success in the future.

Sodality 2, 3, 4, Vice-President 5 ; Scientific Society Treasurer

;

Intramural Baseball.

ANWAR SAID ADIB

"Therein he was as calm as virtue."

How often have we heard from Anwar's lips those

words, "Be patient till the last! " His own life mirrored

1 he plea he so frequently made, and the calm, unruffled

tenour of his ways acted as a resl raining influence on those

of us who were too easily excited. "Nou Nou" is respect-

. d as a formidable and shifty opponent on the handball

court, and he has brought glory to his Alma Mater by his

speed and stamina as a miler. We wish him all success in

the long grind ahead, till he reaches the finish line as an

expert chemist.

Varsity Track 4, 5; Handball Champion 5; Intramural Sports.
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BADI HABIB ATCHU
"Full of wise saws a<id modern instances."

Mere words cannot express our admiration and love

for the "Mighty Atchu." Though celebrated far beyond

rhe confines of his Alma Mater by reason of his athletic

prowess, he carries these honors modestly and has proved

himself a sincere, loyal friend to his classmates and to

countless others in the school. His gentlemanliness and

his cheerful good nature have endeared him to us, and his

success in studies attests that he did not allow his athletic

triumphs to interfere with his scholastic attainments. Ho
has often raised our drooping spirits with his sparkling

wit, and at times we regard bin, as the Solomon of our

c lass for his wise proverbs, his riddles, and his tireless

questions. His cheerful, friendly personality will assuredly

bring him success in his chosen career of engineering.

Varsity Basketball 3, 4, 5; Varsity Volleyball 4, 5; Handball

Champion 5 ; Intramural Sports.

EDMOND \ \SIK 111

to all
' II- was a man !

observing his leadership in studies and

in class activities have onlj served to increase our

admiration and n for Edmond as a fellow stud< ni

!

. His diligenl application has been an

nd " •
1

mdcred if he would

honor ribbons and testimonials. \s

Sodalitj and as Editor of F.I Iraqi, he

iable <'l handling the high responsibilities

.•nlr in Witl all his varied interests and

ained as we firsl knew him

in ., inilc In! 1 \ « i

j .,iie and

ection foi Ins
I tends I Ik i ombina

ind his enthusiastic industry

.,1111 medi<

- ientlfli Society 5 ; El

Willi Si Intr.-itiniril Rns< hnll
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GABRIEL EMMANUEL MALLIDES
,• every >u,i>i thine ear but lev thy voice."

Known to some as -'Gabby," to others as

"Archimedes," the Gabriel we know is neither loquacious

nor over-enthusiastic about matters scientific. Soft-spoken

in conversation and gentle in manner, he has captivated

:til of us by his quid friendliness. He always appears

occupied and serious in class, but outside he often enter-

tains us with his keen wit. He has cultivated the ability

of looking at things from the brighter side, and this

optimism should prove a great asset in the years ahead.

GILBERT ANWAR THOMAS
"/ have no words, my voice is in my sword."

"Gil" is preeminently a man <-t action. To his varied

interests he brings a pleasing personality, a dauntless

enthusiasm, and a seemingly inexhaustible store of energy.

lb noi only gets things done himself, but inspires the

heart} cooperation ol others witness his efficient work

lor the Sodality and foi El Iraqi. In all school and class

activities he has been one of the leading spiiits, lor he is

universall) liked and admired. VVinnei 0! the Pharmacy

Cup in ping-pong, "Gil" is also one «>l our best in volley-

ball and handball. The halls ol B.C. stiil resound with the

echoes of his powerful voice, and we are confident that

Ik will make himself heard also in the world of medicine.

lity j, |. Assistant Treasurer 5 ; Scientific Society 5; I'l Iraqi

5; Elocution Contest 4, 5; Baghdad I'in^-pong Champion 4;
Varsity Volleyball 4, 5 ; Intramural Sports.
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JOHN SALLUM1 MARU

"As mild and gentle as the cradle babe."

We have never known John 10 become unduly alarm-

ed or excited about any matter whatsoever. He takes life

calmly and with a smile, but in his own quiet way he is

industrious and energetic. He has acquired quite a reputa-

tion in the field of Arabic literature, and, though there is

no direct connection, he manages to hold his own in math.

When difficulties block his path he meets them boldly and

cheerfully, confident of finding a way out — and he usually

does. We value his friendship highly, and we wish him all

success in his efforts to become an eminent lawyer.

JOHN WADI NAYY1M

"A man cf cheerful yesterdays and confident tomorrows."

Johnny possesses the sharpest and the most tenacious

memory in the graduating class. He is, moreover, an

agreeable and entertaining friend, whose jests never fail

to dispell the anxiety and fatigue of his classmates,

cially before a physics or biology exam. Smooth and

.-going in manner, Johnny seldom becomes agitated

or disturbed over problems that greatly vex others: he

can usually talk his way out of the most awkward situa-

tion. Music and books bring him genuine pleasure and

enjoyment. Knowing his studious habits as we do, we

confidenl that he will reflect glory on his Alma Mater

as an industrial ehemist.

Inn..mural Baseball. Volleyball.
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JULIUS SHABBAS
"An affable and courteous gentleman."

Mild and affable, Julius has patiently submitted to

much good-natured joking about his resemblance to a

famous cinema star. We can say that he has weathered

the storm of comment with high honours. In his outlook

on life he is quite serious and thoughtful, and consequently

lie has tackled his studies steadily and with determination.

We have grown accustomed to his eager efforts to

communicate to l he class those choice bits of informal ion

garnered in the course of his readings. On more than one

occasion he has merited high praise for his expert

technique in the bioie>gy lab. We hope this is a token ol

the success that awaits him in the world of surgery, foi

we wish onlv the best to so loyal and constant a friend.

Intramural Sport*

SAMI PIERRE LAWRENCE
"Though vanquished he would argue still."

In our association with him, Sami has displayed a

number of remarkable talents, but he is above all a good-

natured, generous, and sincere friend. Gifted by nature

with a charming personality, he pos>. -^< -, the ability of

handling with dispatch any situation, however invoh.d,

which confronts him. Sami thrives on discussion, and

those who have engaged in argument with him claim that

he has a sincere desire to admit nothing, and that even

when you are right he can prove thai you an wrong. In

his work for the Missions and foi out annual he mann

ed a zeal and a business acumen which great!} contribui

ed to the success of these two ventures \\ . mall not In

surprised to see him successfully managing a pharmac]

of his own in the near future.

Sodality <j, Treasurer 5; Scientit> - President \ El

5 I
Intramural Sports.
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WIDAD EMILE BEZZU1
"/ dare do all that may become a man."

Loyal and unselfish in his support of all class activi-

ties, Widad is also an able organizer whose words and

example have a power to arouse in o hers an eage;

enthusiasm. By diligent application he has developed it

naturally quick mind : his penetrating questions reveal an

inquisitiveness that is not satisfied with mere surface

knowledge. Moreover, he is keenly interested in baseball.

takes active part in the Sodality program, and has devoted

his artistic and literary talent to making our annual a

success. His cheerful nature and hearty laughter have

brightened many a dull hour and will continue to win him

friends, when he attains a position of eminence in the field

of radio engineering.

Sodality 3, 4, Secretary 5 ; Scientific Society 5 ; El Iraqi 5 ;

Elocution Contett 5 1 Intramural Sports.

, *V£;mm

EVENING
at B.C
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IN RETROSPECT
Vesterday we entered Baghdad College, looking

forward to the coveted but distant goal of graduation.
Today we depart from our Alma Mater, and in our
hearts there glows a filial affection for her. The
interim has sped by swiftly, like the passage of a
night, when one closes his eyes in slumber and opens
them once more to find the sunbeams breaking into
his room. Today is the sunshine, the closing scene of
our life in B.C. For a moment we pause and look
back over the past five years; we look back and an
eager desire seizes us to give an account of the events
that look place during that pleasant period of our
lives. Searching, then, the tablets of memory, and
reaching for tne scattered recollections of our early
schooling, we grasp what flask re our

The memory of our first days in B.C. is printed
on our minds, never to be effaced. One of the thii
which stands out vividly is our first ride in the school
bus, early one October morning, way back in 1941.
As we sped along Rashid Street, out to Sulaikh, and
then passed through the gates of our Alma Ma'cr
young hearts beat fast in anticipation; shy faces
brightened with amazement as thev glanced this way
and that to behold the charming and fascinating
location of Baghdad College.

Thus the scene of our new life was unfolded
before our wondering eyes, and soon we were walk-
ing through the hallowed corridors of this institution
of learning. Our first impressions, we admit now
were vague and disquieting. In a short time the bell
summoned us to an assembly in the school vard, and
there Rev. Fr. Sarjeant, the President of "Baghdad
College, directed to us a short speech of welcome
I hat firs' address was a kind of perplexity which
puzzled our untutored minds, for a great part of
hngl.sh he spoke was Greek to us. Without shrinking-,
however, from the prize we sought, we steeled our-
selves to the task of learning the language promptly.

Days Passed weeks rolled by, and mo,
elapsed

! With steady pace we marched onward toward
improvement and knowledge. Fr. Miff led and
followed. Heartened by his encouragement

rcame the initial difficulty we experienced «
algebra which was a new subject for us. One of (heremarkable incidents in First High was the Spelling

.
directed by Fr. Miff. All the other clasi

mbled to watch this contest; we displayed ourcourage and skill befor<. them, and succeeded inwinning the admiration of the Faculty. \nother
significant event was Mr. Bechir's contes in Arabic
proverbs Although the preparation for this was thesource^ of constant headaches to all of us, neverthelessw <h, well on 'he day of the contest itself. We had

;o
'

f 'm T ,h Fr ' '" ,1, OUr ProfeMor - regionhistory, and geography. His wonderful, fantastic

famo^^H^ T ,,;,i" Btand "" end
' *3 hisous Hamish Awwal, Hamish Thanee" allhese we thoroughly enjoyed. Once during the yeartether wrh Second Hfrh, we went on. picnic to'

Hindiya Barrage, where we enjoyed a full day of fun
and merriment on the white," fine sands of the
Euphrates.

Almost before we were aware of it, the first year
of our career at B.C. was drawing to a close. The
activity at that time became fast and furious. Why?
Exams

! We tenaciously clung to our books and
suddenly grew very studious. When the results of the
exams were made known, it was found that Gilbert
rhomas was the class leader, and in recognition of
this achievement he received a medal from 'the hand^
of the President, Rev. Fr. Sarjeant. Thus our first
year in B.C. passed; we felt that we had succeeded in
getting our bearings for the voyage through the vast
sea oi learning ahead.

For our second year of work, we all started off
with a satchel full of good resolutions. After the greet-
ings were passed around and the summer stories^told
the busmess of attending regular classes began. We
were divided into two sections, A and B, one under
the direction of Fr. Mahan, the other under the
guidance of Fr. Shea. Those who were with the latter
will never forget the great benefit and improvement
derived from the innumerable compositions in English
and religion. Those endless English assignments were
Chiefly on the humorous themes of Rippv and his
crazy dreams, or about the vivid, picturesque style
of Colendge in "The Ancient Mariner." Those who
were with Fr. Mahan highly praised his precise capa-
city of directing a class. Thev repeated his humorous
stones and Im .tated the way he used to act for them
in explaining the appearance of Ichabod Crane, and
the way this same Ichabod danced with Ka.herina
\ an I asset.

When the (rack season approached, both Fathers
could be seen out on the field, giving instructions andmaking plans for their young athletes. Through their
coaching, many of us were able to make a noteworthyW

'.
n
S

0n
,

,,H
' *V " f ^e meet. In other names

caMy baseball, many brilliant stars actually
<» from our midst. For on a sunny May day

efforts were crowned with the wreath of victory
n

1

we triumphed over the lordly seniors of Fifthtor this moment of glory we owe a great deal ,o theleading star of the game, our pitcher. Gilbert Thomas
Among our other- pleasant memories of this yea,are the Oral English periods f Fr. Hovl We .

s'.ll,,eh im
,
leaning on the right arm of 'his chai,he sp.ke ,0 us; we see him and recall all his bkeshis funny imaginative short stories, and his skMlbfining men ,,, Speak and write. We used to de ver

""', r seeches in his presence with a ,enthus,a8m "' orators, putting emphasis in •

'•'• Hoyt, \nother thme vividlv carvirf ,,

me
r

„roro
r

u
e
r

S r h?*raCefu
' *Z™*«*Z%£tZmerit ol our chemistry teacher, Fr. Cronin WeM

" V
S
" " '"m -

•"'""
: "" the front stairs ,

•
,school surrounded by groups of young bo V ; . ;

'

al«o speaking seriously with them. •,,
'

,
,
'^
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owe a great deal of our abilit> :o speaking English,

tor he was continually with us; and in return we

taught him some colloquial expressions in Arabic.

The leadership of Second A was wop. by Sami

Lawrence, and that of Second B by Allen Cotta.

Thus it was that we completed our second \

and headed with full sail between the straits o

ninations, and on, into our third year. Then

a few who did not have a full knowledge of the coui

or whose ship struck the bar of failure, thus foro

them to remain behind until the lide of another year

- uld lift them clear and enable them to cross. How-
ever, for the most part, the same old class collected

once more and filed into the classrooms for the start

of the third year of the voyage.

On the very first day our class welcomed Fr.

Sullivan, who had recently arrived from America and

was |, English to both Third A and Third

|;. rin our studies without delay

and to continue them steadily throughout the entire

year. Most of us were- undoubtedly living in the

blissful recollections of Second High, expecting I

life in this class would be just as easy and comfort-

able as it had bet . The actuality proved quite

different, however, and w< speedily roused from

our dream- mger wen we to listen to the jokes

of Fr. Mahan, no more were we to watch with anxious

3 his artistic drawings, illustrating the headless

knight of Sleepy Hollow. The period of early training

5 oyer; and once we realized this, we determined

to cooperate in the share of work to be done by Third

High boys.

Fr. Sullivan spent the first month in an effort to

brush oil the dust which had gathered on our inactive

minds. Soon afterwards he began to feed us in large

amounts with the knowledge that came fluently from
his lips and rested on the small brains of our early

youth. We read "Robinson Crusoe" and, through the

help of our teacher, found it quite easy and interesting.

We relished, i tl gusto ol the vivid and dramatic

portrayal of Arnold's "Sohrab and Rustum," and

"Enoch Arden." By this time we had

real deal in English and had begun to

app the beauty of iis expressions and
rhythm-. Now we enjoyi subject

much more than we did a year or two before.

The oilier subjei o less difficult than
lish. Who could forgel Mr. Bechir's dynamic and

moils method ol teaching Arabic verses and
mm'ar? For Fr. Devcnny's patience and clemency

imbly but inadequately grateful. Whenever
. the spontaneous and lighthcart-

ili.-it things were be< oming
dull f< ten our heavy spirits with

us, su< h as

makooncss of mukh,"
or even "P to the paper side. " In

out utim.i. indeed to
!" iring guidance of Fr. '

with hi

on." hall

never forget the hard job so skillfully performed by
M>. Abbosh in teaching that long and tedious program
of history and geography. Finally, in rehgion we had
Fr. MacNeil, whose classes were always made
interesting by his use of picturesque and figurative

explanations of religious matters.

As far as we can recall, we had only one picnic

during the year, though others were planned. Accom-
panied by Fr. Sheehan, we went to Zafaraniya on
cycles, had a fine lunch, and took some snapshots. We
enjoyed this excursion very much, in spite of the usual

punctures that happened along the way. Our achieve-

ments in the realm of athletics proved that the trairi-

eceived was not given in vain. The
college echoed with the praises of the loved-by-all Bedi

Atchu for his skill in basketball, volleyball, and hand-
ball, of Sami Lawrence for his speed in the ioo meter
dash, and of Gilbert Thomas for his clever playing

in baseball, handball, an long.

»wly and uneventfully the days passed, until

finally we found ourselves confronted with the Govern-
ment Exams, the critical point in our Intermediate

studies. Everyone in Third became extremely serious,

and the tension was 'nigh. As the fateful days drew
nearer, we could be seen making last-minute prepa-

rations to plunge in and cross the river of exams to

the shore of success. Most of us did make the crossing

safely, thus crowning our efforts with the wreath of

victory.

The summer vacation was over, and the smoke
of battle that darkened the skies in June gave waj
to the clarity and brightness of October. As we
marched silently into our new Fourth High classroom,

anxious eyes found the ever-smiling face of Fr.

Gookin awaiting them. His tongue poured forth a

stream of instructive and interesting advice, and his

eyes sparkled with a joyous gleam as he spoke on

"General Education." With him we spent a pleasant

three weeks studying chemistry, and then he suddenly
disappeared from the scene, when our new professor,

Fr. Guay, arrived from America.

We continued our studies in English under the

guidance or our old Third High professor, Fr.

Sull r about a month of review aid prcpa
lion, lie introduced us to the study of Shakespeare's
tragedies, "Julius Caesar," and "Macbeth." W<
learned to appreciate 'he beauty and charm of these

celebrated dramas, and gradually every single one of

us began to utter some of their famous expressions
in all classes, including Fr. Guay's. No one can

imagine hovv happy we were to form those precious
words on our lips. These classic pieces of literature

improved our English greatly; and by studying later

Newman's "Present Position of Catholics in

England," we accelerated our progress still further.

We again met Fr. Devenny in mathematics, and
on; s was also taught by him. His
interesting and clear explanations, his ready

l the facility with which he handled the
most difficult problems will always romnin in our
ii" Our chemistry (lasses with Fr. Guv, and
above all the experiments, held an ;.' sorbing interest
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for us. On those occasions when Bedi Atchu attempt-

ed to inject Shakespearean expressions into the

periods, Fr. Guay would pause for a moment, turn

on him with a puzzled look, and then resume his

explanation.

Our Fourth. High class proved no less expert in

sports than in things intellectual. We proved our

athletic ability by winning- the class volleyball league,

and we are proud of our star, Bedi, who was greatly

responsible for our victories. This same Bedi also

bewildered the opponents of B.C. with his splendid

playing on the basketball court. Our happy-go-lucky

Anwar Said, too, won the mile race in the school

track meet, and helped bring the silver cup to B.C.

by taking third place in this event in the Government
meet. During the year we enjoyed two bicycle picnics

escorted by Fr. Sullivan (with whom our lives dealt

greatly), one to Rustamiyah, and tin- other to

Zafaranivah. The inevitable exams soon faced us,

and another year had sped to its conclusion.

Then came the last act in our drama — the last,

but in some respects the most important in the lives

of all of us. The curtain rose and the first scene started

at once. Echoes of uncontrolled laughter and a 100-

word sentence rang in our little classroom, introduc-

ing the kind-hearted and sharp-minded Fr.

Sheehan, our old professor in physics. Ah
lie was to play an important part in the life of every
individual in the class. Among the Jesuit missionaries

sent from America this year was one destined to be
our Eng-lish teacher, the good-natured, kind, and
merciful Fr. Banks. Fr. Loeffler, whom we had often
met in the Book Store, came to teach us religion,

and our old friend, Fr. Gookin, appeared as our
instructor in biology.

The second week found us ready to begin an
active year. Lessons started, and immediately we were
thrown into the sea of toil and labor. Compared with
other years, our life in Fifth assumed a more practi-

cal aspect, and those long-awaited laboratory periods
hi < ame the favorite hours of the entire class. Biology
experiments started almost al once and were greatly
enjoyed by our future doctors, who constituted more
than one third of the class. Physics experiments began
somewhat later and were; intensely interesting to all

of us, but especially to those who had decided to

enter the world of engineering. Fr. Sheehan occa-
sionally Started us from our dreams during math.
classes with his witi\- remarks, as he strove to make
iis proficient in handling the intricacies of mathema-
tics; and at length we rose to be even "aadhem"
than he actually was! Biology was made easier and
more interesting than if actually Seemed in our first

5es, and lor that we are most grateful to Fr.
Gookin.

Our English periods were less frequent this final

year, but we welcomed the Sight of Fr. Hanks when
he appeared, grasping in one hand "Model English"
and in the other the "Autobiography of Benjamin
Franklin." We spent a good pari of our firsi semester
working with this "Model English," and lean
what l'>en Franklin had to say in his book. "Three
English Comedies" and the study of the short stor\

strengthened our love for English literature and helped

to advance our thought and expression greatly. Once
again we renewed our acquaintance with Newman's
sublime thoughts in the renowned "Dream of

Gerontius.

"

Shortly after our fifth year began, we witnessed
a change in presidents. By appointment of his reli-

gious superior Rev. Fr. Madaras, one of founders of

our college succeeded Rev. Fr. Sarjeant, who for the

past six years had guided the destinies of B. C. We
pause for a moment in our chronicle to pay tribute

to Fr. Sarjeant and his successor: these are the men
who, during our years in the college, saw to it that

we were provided with all those things for which in

retrospect we are so grateful. To the former presi-

dent of B. C. our boundless gratitude ; to its new
president our congratulations and best wishes that

under his leadership our Alma Mater may continue

to grow in size and in fame !

Among our prominent activities this year was
our part in the work of the Sodality of the Blessed

Virgin Mary. Ours was the honor to have all the

officers of this organization elected from our class.

We are justly proud of the example given by our
class in relieving the poor and of the record made
this final year under the inspiration of our leaders,

a record that surpassed the high standards of Soda-
lit v acli\ it\ in the past.

During the Christmas vacation the class journey-

ed to Basrah accompanied by Fr. Delaney and Fr.

Hanks. We had there a fine and comfortable lodging

in St. Thomas' school, and we are extremely thankful
for the kindness and hospitality with which Fr. Gogue
received us. On the second night after our arrival,

which was Christmas Eve, we went to the Latin Church
in Ashar. Among the ways in which we spent our
holidays, certain incidents stand out as worthy of
note: a delightful boat trip in the Shatt-al-Arab, a

\isii 10 the date-packing factory, where we took many
pictures, and the enjoyable dinner to which we were
invited, and finally some tea parties. Moreover, we
played basketball and volleyball with two different

schools, and on the night before our return we had
an excellent tea party al the Shalt-al-Aral) Hotel. On
tin whole, our trip to Basrah was very enjoyable,

and throughout we were lavishly entertained by the

hospitality of the Basrawis, for which we are sincerelj

thankful.

Although we were burdened with an abundance
of studies while preparing for the Government Exams,
we did not withdraw from athletics. This is proved
by the fact that we won the school championship in

basketball, by the help of our stars Bedi, Anwar, and
Gilbert. In the school track meet Anwar's lightning
speed in finishing the mile and half-mile evoked the
admiration of every observer; again, in ihe Govern-
ment meet, his efforts helped hrint; farther glory (O
his VIma Mater.

rhe night has pulled up iis black gown, and the
angel of dreams has passed over. Awakening siu S

us, as golden beams of hope flood our vision. Dazed
•''

' shield (,m eyea and then dan- to gaze on
the views dial open before us What do vve find?
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Ahead of us lie our retreat, the final exams, our class

banquet, commencement day and graduation ; behind

us linger the fading glimpses of dim and happy

memories. From small boys we have become young
men and the world stretches before us. The time has

come to depart, ar.d we are about to conclude our

record. With hearts full of deep feelings of gratitude

we express our sincere ; hanks to the Fathers, m
learned and most sell-sacrificing men, everyone of

whom took such a personal interest in us; who

patiently equipped us not merely with learning but

with culture too, and prepared us to make our way
through the vast sea of life.

In concluding our class his'.ory, we extend our
hands and say a word of farewell and of promise,

that we will ever be called "true sons of Baghdad
College."

ADIB RAUF HATTAB
ALLEN NAJIB COTTA

OUR BEQUEST
In this year of Our Lord, nineteen hundred and

forty-six, we arc leaving the school whose colors are

gold and maroon. Members of Fifth High, we are

about to conclude our life in Secondary School and to

enter into a new and higher world. What this future

existence will demand of us we can only guess and

surmise. After settling our accounts here below,

however, we find there are certain properties of ours

for which we suspect there will be no use in our

new world ; others there are which, out of a spirit

of liberality and brotherly regard, we wish to dispose

of now, even though they are dear and cherished

possessions. With the clarity of vision vouchsafed those

about to bid farewell to life, we perceive that the

world in which we have lived, our Alma Mater,

Baghdad College, is steadily and rapidly growing
bigger; in our last moments we are possessed with a

burning desire to make some offering that it may
also grow better.

Wherefore,

Into the capable hands of Patrick Roy we
entrust the artistic talent of Widad, in the hope that

it will aid him in drawing pictures of Aziz and Zumal
for Fr. Devenny's religion class.

To Bruno and Michael Antun we award the

eloquence and persuasive speech of Edmond, as a

sure means oi putting more fire into their dramatic
<i» ( lamations.

The unruffled calm and gentle peacefulness oi

Anwar S;iid w< deliver into the safekeeping of Pierre

Bahoshy.

I In kind heart and noble mind of Allen is

reverently entrusted to anyone whose ambition it is

to attain the honor of becoming a Sodalist.

To the lawyers-to-be among the undergraduates
v.i- present the precision and accuracy of John Maru
in Arabii composition, as an aid to them in preparing
their defem es before the bai

.

The supposedly superstitious number of our
ist| triumphantly relinquish, as proof
itive, il needed, thai such beliefs are absurd

and unworth) ol reasonable men.

On each and i tudenl we impose the solemn
obligation of 1 loyalty to Ins Alma Matei and
of keeping alive in his heart the flame of the true B.C.

To futun of B.C. students we
proudly leave the unparalleled record oi our high

monthly averages, as a lasting memorial and as a

mark to be aimed at.

On the strong shoulders of Stanley we place the

responsibility of continuing the triumphant athletk

spirit of Badi Atchu, and also of being prepared at

any moment to quote an appropriate; Arabic proverb.

To his small brother, Douglas, we surrender
Gilbert's ping-pong championship, and also hi«

proclivity lor using hyperbole.

That the spirit of the original combination uia\

not be lost, we consign to Douglas' partner, who-
ever he may be, the ease and suavity of Sami in

handling all situations, and also his special aptitude

for taking snapshots while visiting date-packing
factories.

To the outstanding chemist and mathematician
of Fourth High we present the mysterious spectacles

of Gabriel, the Archimedes of our class.

The place of our noon-time conferences, behind
the handball courts, we cede willingly, but with the

caution that the spot is a trifle congested for such
gatherings.

The memorizing ability of John Nayyirn and lus

special form of humor we pass on to Henry Svoboda
—and also the permission of sharing these gifts wth
Pasteur, if he so wishes.

The towering height of Adib is requisitioned l<>

the Third High boy who will most need it for physics

experiments — and whose name begins with Zu
To the deserving Sylvain go both the football

skill and the speedy reading of Julius, with the

admonition that he is expected to keep up his debonair
appearance.

Finally, and in deep seriousness, we bequeath
our endless thanks to all the Fathers and teachers
who taught us during our days at Baghdad College.

To them we oiler our genuine expressions of gratitude
and love. The good which they did for us far

surpasses our powers of iccompence, and hence we
shall always remain indebted to them. As our life at

B.C. nears its final moments, and as we bring this

testament to a close, we make- this sincere protesta-

tion, thai we respect them as Fathers, we love them
as teachers, and we honor them as God-given guides.

We praj thai ;ill good may come to them, ihal no
obstacles maj block their path.

Written on this twenty-fifth day of April, in the

of Our Lord, nineteen hundred and forty-six.

\LEXANDEF EM1LE MESSAYEH
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IN PROSPECT
-7

Hie calendar says March 12, 1956. The clock
says 11:30. The sign over the door says THELAWRENCE WHOLESALE DRUGSTORE. I know
because I just had it painted. There is only one indicat-
ion of life in the room, and that comes from the dic-
taphone which suddenly says, "Excuse me, sir. There
is a man down here to see you. Shall I send him
up.v

As this was my first customer, I had to say
Yes, send him up." It could have been anybody

but it wasn't. It was none other than Allen Cotta He
still had his same cheery smile. We shook hands and
he spoke very favorably of the Chamber of Commerce
seeing that he was just elected as its head. I asked
him what else was new. He seemed surprised.

"Haven't you heard that Dr. Gilbert is getting
married? Didn't you get an invitation?"

Well, I hadn't as yet, but I figured there must
be an invitation for me at home.

"We are all going, and 1 just dropped by to
let you know we would be glad to take you in our
Col*.

"Of course, I'll be there," I assured him.
J hanks for the invitation; maybe you could comehome and have some dinner with me."

*No, Sami, really I can't. I have a meeting downtown now. And with that he dashed out of tht store.

Well, my first customer wasn't in much oi abuying mood. It is rather hot around here, and youcannot expect too much the first day anyway, so Iguess I'll go home.
y '

lunior ^T T^ ^ !r°m d°°r lha" Sami

in J !
P"de and JOy, came racing down the stepsand asked me if he could go to Uncle Gilbert'swedding. Of course, Gilbert isn't his uncle at all bu

SftTVX
as wdl be

' because he is at the hou- »often. So the invitation had come!! When I emend
I saw a beautiful silver tray on the table.

fiat's this?" I asked.

"That?" Oh thai is a little something I picked udfor Dr Gilbert and his bride," said my wife smiline

wen- I r,^v

thC ?*« «" n°thin* *>'** me^ wfwere certainly going to the wedding I

riiJ!
,C fo"owinS Saturday, my wife and I witnessedGilbert as he entered into the married state Hisfor things beautiful was as cho.ee as ever for £

c,amond IIu, S.J., performed the ceremonv andcongratulate! the couple on the step th^had^aken

''"J

r

«;;'
) "7' "as held in the ballroom of thebrand Hotel, where we went immediately after the

my ckr

«

m
r

?r
us ,n h

;

s big Packa'd - '—
Xt£«Srf»« $

ar
t
ge
J?,

r repairs
'
UV ft" finejewing out of our Packard," bul we fell even better

who had jusi recently bought the Grand Hotel In">'• ""' ,,rsl °'" Dr Adih j
I,,',

Who had ** turned from research wor*^ AmeX

"he band, under the leadership of Maestro Gabriel
Hides, was certainly doing a splendid piece of

work. ^

After the dance, 1 noticed a crowd in a remote
corner of the room. There in the middle of the group,
telling them stones, was none other than Badi Atchu
the famous professor of electro-mechanics at the
University oi Baghdad. Naturally, I joined the groupand talked over "the good old days." As the drinkswere being poured, a name on the bottle struck me asbeing very familiar. When the waiter had finished, Iasked him to let me look at the bottle. Sure enough,

D^llenfs''
rhe,abe,read: "Messayeh and Nayylm

' Look ai this !! "
1 said to Badi.

He simply pointed to two fellows over near thewindow "Look at that!!" was his only commentAnd (here were Alex and John in person.

at on«r-H
al,h

dtyr,iS UP"^
b0" ,

°f *
hem Said

ttat 700"/"" COn' Pare Wh
" Haig '

S'" W3S a "

They joined us, and we looked around for some

'^T'rT Ih,

,

was makin« man
> *«•*« SStrying to get a point across to Dr. War Said

surgical operator in the Cancer Sanitorium. DeVp t
'•

the gestures, Father was reserved as usual, but •

seemed convinced of what he was saying. Suddenlhe music subsided and Father's words Carried rifover

absoIuTeT; wVongViV^rcourleT' ^V™ '«

Wouldn't y^u?
ff " everybody laughed.

During dinner Julius was sitting beside YVid-.d';«". ,chiei engineer in the- Iraq Radio a 1 r,
'

vsion Corporation.
| u lius «/a« ,1; .,

»eievi-

Th J a^eTto
S,

arS n°dd^ his 'ead in ayeememagn I „ ag-e on this matter of food. Mean-

and ^iTJJ^olft^^J-j
was suddenly thumped on the back

8
'

When '

"Sami, how in the world are you?" And I .Man, was shaking the hand off ,„ %, v t J?
°

" : continued, "it's great seeing you a£,-„ n'

•

lawyer business is wonderful. VVhv ju.?Sday I had a case about a
•'

J other

"John, you certainly look line VOurs«lf •• 1

"• figuring that if he ever coi , \
:

V '
l cul

voul.l never ,..., I ./:
" sU '"' (l on "'•" case Iwould never gel home

wife," I added

Am

m, • over and meet m\
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"Sorry for what?" asked John, bewildered. to take us back. We told them again that we had a

"Sorry that I have to take Sami away from you. perfect time at the party. As we were going out the

You see little Sami (that's my son, remember?) has not door, Allen shouted back,

been feeling too well lately, so I cannot leave him "Too bad you can't get married every week !"

alone very long." Still the same Allen.

We said good night to John, then saw Gilbert

and his bride and extended our best wishes to them.
As Allen was leaving about the same time, he agreed SAMI PIERRE LAWRENCE

^.kryZ^u*.

PATRONS

H. E. Jamil al-Madfai

H.E. Jamal Baban

H. E. Nejib a!-Rawi

Nuri Fettah Pasha

Nejmeddin al-Naqih

Husain al-Yasin

Emile Messayeh

Wadi Nayyim

David Atchu

MacAndrews and Forbes Company

\ Friend

• M*~[y+4f t*4t
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First Row, left to right : Pierre Bahoshy, Hadi Ajil, Joseph Tessy, Rev. Father Devennv. S. J., Rev. Father Sullivan,

] Boghos Roghossinn, Yusuf Alios, Marshal Fernandez. Second Row: Ghanim Mikhail, George Naum, Albert Toni,
in Serkis, Fuad Sarafa, Raymond Darwish, Pasteur Madik. Third Row: Salwan Baban, Shwan Baban, Peter

i, l.iiq Benna, Stanley Maru, Sudad Baban. Fourth Row: Peter Yonathan, Misbah Asil, Ruhi Tessy, Arshak Movsessian,

Behman Kashi, Radi Nadhmi, Shakir Abdul Rahman.

Fourth High A
With the completion of our intermediate education, we advanced in October to the secondary level.

Those who had braved and survived the ordeal of the Government Exams were so numerous that for

first time in Baghdad College history it was necessary to divide Fourth High into two sections, A
-1 B. We 'if A found the ( environment on this elevated level quite strange and unfamiliar at first, but

dually we became accustomed to breathing the more rarificd air of a higher life.

In fact, after Fr. Sullivan had guided our steps into the, refined atmosphere of Shakespearean tragedy,

ion fell quite at hom< in handling quotations from "Julius Caesar," and "Macbeth." Familiar, too.

became the oft-repeated words: "By whom and in what circumstances? dive the meaning, and comment!"
In math, classes also, where Fr. Devenny helped us interpret the maze of intricate graphs, our ears

. accustomed to the ring of the command: "Stay in the game!" We did — and advanced to the study

i igonometry !

We dis ' that i ur class contained one of the grandest orchestras known. It was made up of

• lappers, usually conducted by maestro Badi Nadhmi (who also turned out to be an actor of no little

ability). This orchestra often succeeded in dispelling the fatigue "and weariness of the class, especially

during Arabic and chemistry periods. In the lab., however, there was never any need for this diversion,

for under Fr. Guay's expert guidance we performed our experiments with intense interest and pleasure.

•some of our budding chemists, whose imaginations were not vet fully controlled, even thought that

11 the way to unveiling the secrel of the atomic bomb. In a different department, history,

plored some pressing social problems with Mr. \bbosh and were encouraged by him to deliver some
• i tui es ourseh i

Poi the third SUCCessivi \e;ir, the athletes of the present Fouith High won the cup in the school

meet, and the important part played by our class in this victory may be realized by consulting
the record found in the "Athletic Section." Shakir, George, Peter Atchu, and Fuad Sarafa were also

t in bringing two < ups to B.C. in the Government meet. In the other sports our class was well
*

1 d throughout thi Moreover, the class as a whole cooperated in the success of our two
nicnic«;, one to IliMnh and Babylon, and the oth< r to Ramadi and Habbaniyah,

Thus far v 'I a profitable year, which we hope will be crowned with success in the
on to face US. We end our dn-,. history with a note of sincere thanks to the Fathers and

hers who have moulded us into the successful unit we have become.

Marshal Fernandez, Peter Atchu.
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First Row, left to right: Garabet Hustanian. Fakhri Rahniatallah, Joseph Bashuri. Rev. Father Sullivan, S. J., Rev.

Father Guay, S. J., Adnan Salih, Saad Madfai, Constantine Zoma. Second Row: Melcon Melconian. Wissam Shawkat,
Hanna George, Alim Hassun. Francis, Faraj, Freddie David, John Mangassarian, Jacob Blaney, Joseph Silveira. Third Row:
David Sukkar, Ghanim Kazzuqi, Kuad Mustafa, Ihsan Salih, Najad Tereza, Sami Bakose. Ohannes Geyickian. Fourth Row:
Joseph Yonan, Melcon Jibran, Artin Andrea, Anwar Shaul, Henry Svoboda, Kamal Baqir.

Fourth High B
When we began, our fourth year, on a bright Tuesday morning early in October, we had the impres-

sion that this was to be a quiet, restful year. It soon became painfully clear to us, however, thai in this

impression we were gravely mistaken. It took time, of course, to recover from the shock of this revela-

tion, but after we did settle down to work, in an amazingly short time we became deeply absorbed in our
studies.

In the very first hours of our religion class with Fr. Devennv, we made the acquaintance of three

new friends: Zumal, Bamia, and Aziz, while in math, we concentrated on fractions and radicals before

attacking trig. The time of our Arabic periods was spent in the vicinity of the canteen during the first

month, because of the difficulty of obtaining a teacher
j but after we were fortunate enough to secure Mr.

Mahmud Ibrahim and Mr. Mahmud Yusuf as our professors, we made rapid strides in the study of
our ancient language

In English, Fr. Sullivan had us thumbing the pages of the Century Handbook for a while; but,

soon afler we started "Julius Caesar," the increase in interest became apparent, and our other tenchers
were amazed at times to hear us using Shakespearean expressions oven irrVjrig. and chemistry classes.

Newman's lecture, "The Present Position of Catholic? in England. " greatly puzzled and perplexed many
of us, and though we admired his power of expressicr and the rhvfhm of his language, we were gfad to

return to Shakespeare and study his famous tr.vedy, "Macbeth."
Monday was always welcomed with greal enthusiasm. That was the dav assigned for chemistry lab.,

and each week we spent two precious and delightful hours doing experiments under the direction* of Fr.

Guay. In his chemistry classes, also, we list 1 ed I aorrlv to his clear explanations of very interesting topics.

Outside of class we were also quite active. Our SodalVs did fine work
;

'several of us had ihe^honor
of beinp associated with Fr. fiuay in the formation of B.C's firsl Scientific Society; and we had two
memorable picnics with Frs. Devenny and Sullivan, with another planned for the Paster vacation.
Through the combined efforts of our athletes and lliosc of Four'h A. we won the track championship
of the school for the third successive time. Our class v..., also well represented on the \^C track team
which distinguished itself by winning two cups in the Government meet, and on the B.C. basketball
team which marie such a creditable record this dam year.

Our scholastic record and our athletic achievements give us the right, we think, to feel proud of
our class. Rut WC do not take all the credit to ourselves, and hence in Concluding this hl«torv we wish
to express our heartfelt gratitudi to all our teacher* foi the fine year tliev have .made possible for us.

John Mangassarian, Joseph Silveira.
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First Row, Uft to right :Hagop Nazarian, Vivian Jules. Zuhair Flikari. Rev. Father Sheehan, S. J., Rev. Father

i.ot filer, S. J., Ramzi Hermes, Jamal Bushara, Noel Maghak. SeconJ Ron-: Aladdin Bahrani. Jacques Bezzui. Raymond
Shakuri, Sargon Rustam, Nazar Shemdin, Andre Andrea, Antwan Afxkian. third Row: Akram Shasha, Edmond Silveira,

Carl Conway, Gerald Pearce, Nubar Astarjian, Simon Ohvan<-'Nv;:n. Fourth Row : Maurice Corlnndi, Berj Tchobanlan,

Maxlme Thomas, Aiiolf Faraj, Massis Yeterinn, Antwan Abbu.

Third High A

"Study and Application" has been the device emblazoned on our class shield. And we have lived up to it

!

Of course the year is not yet finished but even at this early date we can pick out a whole host of leaders

and interesting characters. Maxime Thomas has often thrilled the students and the faculty with his rich

and charming voice—his songs will be remembered. Adolf Faraj easily makes friends with that genial

disposition of his. Zuhair Hikari has often been referred to as irrepressible. Berj' Tchobanian can paint

and draw anything under the sun, and in no time at all. Simon Ohvanessian has quite a reputation as

an orator and won a place among the first five in the school, but he was unfortunately sick on the day
of the Elocution contest and could not participate. We think he would have won it. Then in the Arabic

department, we have Carl Conway who won the oratorical contest. With him were two other golden

—

tongued orators: Edmond Sequeira and Ramzi Hermes.

There was only one cloud on the whole year and

ious and caused us great grief because his absence

we hope that he will be able to come back as soon as

tions of Nubar Astarjian, the good humor of Nazar,

of Noel, and the unflagging perseverance of Maurice
• o the rlas<; and watch Raymond Shakuri trying:

that was the sickness of Mr. Bechir. It was very
has been deeply felt. We missed him very much and
possible. We feel sure he misses the cheerful saluta-

the deep thoughts that always spread over the face
Corlandi. Hut we hope that, at least, he can come
to toll the teacher where the absentees should be

D

In sports we have about as good a collection of athletes as they have anywhere in the world. To
point out stars would be just to use the rest of this page with names and different athletic events.

Wc are fortunate in having a good supply of Jesuits for professors: Fathers Gookin, Loeffler,

'an, and McGrath. They hav <prr\t time on us and effort. We thank them and say, "God bless

Zuhair Hikari.
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First Row, left to right: Hikmat Metti, I.uay Sharif, Vah£ Melconian, Rev. Father Gookin, S. J., Nuri Antun, Faruq

Fettah, Sami Tuma. Second Row: Clement Maghak, Joseph libran, Kamal Butti, Sabah Sabri, George Azzu, Manuel

Bettah, Yusuf Ismail, Faiq Audu, Clovis Aziz, Sata Abbosh. Third Row :Nazar Shakir, Shawkat Killu, William Kamil,

Sami Skender, Alfred Randquist, FariH Oufi, Percy Lynsdale, Varkis Dnrzi, Alexander Kotayentz, Yusuf Nalu, Bash Yusuf.

John Farjo.

Third High B

It was early in October that our Alma Mater opened her wide gates to welcome us back to begin our

third year of studies. This year, we all realized, was to be a very important one in our scholastic career,

for in June we would have to face the difficult Government examinations, and we felt that the sooner we
got down to prepare for them the better off we would be when that time came. We were a bit apprehen-

sive, too, especially in the first few weeks, for beside the difficult course in Arabic, two new subjects,

physics and biology, were added to our curriculum. We set about our task, however, with stout hearts,

and looked forward hopefully towards the attainment of our goal.

Fr. O'Neil, one of the new arrivals, was our English professor, who delighted us all by his genial

manner, and created a pleasant atmosphere in all his classes. Fr. McGrath inspired us by his clever

explanations in physics, while Fr. Gookin, an unfailing source of encouragement, always strove to

inculcate high ambitions in us.

To our great surprise, when once again we entered class after the Christmas holidays, we me! our

new English professor, Fr. McDermott, who took over in place of Fr. O'Neil, the latter having gone,

together with Fr. Hussey, to take over (he work nt St. Thomas' school in Basrah. We were sorry to

lose Fr. O'Neil, but soon wo, were pleased by the amiability of his ^uc-c^nr, who concentrated all possible

effort to give us his valuable help.

In the field of sports, as well as studies, our class has been outstanding during the year. Several of

our number have received medals for championships in baseball and football, and it is noteworthy that

?B contributed substantially towards putting Thin) Hitrh in second place in the school track meet.

In conrlnsion we offer our grateful thanks to the Reverend Fathers and professors of Baghdad College

for the generous and patient assistance tiny have always shown to us. May success in the Government
examinations crown our efforts, and mav the bond of union which has characterized us in -,R carry over

with us into the fourth year of our scholastic endeavor f

Faiq Audu, Nuri Antun.
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First Row, left to right : Sami Sidhara, Jacob Basmaji, Nuri Elias, Khalid Barsuni, Rev. Father McGrath, S. J., Rev.
Father McDermott. S. J., Joseph RafFuli. Thomas Shakur. Robert Ayar, Jama] Agha. Second Row: FnWzi Saliba, Said
Jajoka, Abdul Satnr Rahi mi, Nuri Abbu, Jules Abbosh, Yerwand Julius, Saib Umari, Kdwin Namu. Third Row: Douglas
Walton, Joseph Oraha, Jirair Hovnanian, Arthur Yuhanna, Frank Thomas, Adrtan Rajib, Abbiis Khalaf. George Lumsden.

Third High C

The summer vacation was over, and joyfully we returned to Baghdad College to begin our third year.

We were happy to meet our old friends again, both among the faculty and students, and to greet those

whom we had not met before, particularly the eight new Fathers, who had just arrived from America.

The first few months passed very quickly ;md pleasantly. "Then came a change, as all things human
change," lo borrow a quotation from "Enoch Arden." \fter the Christmas holidays we found that our

beloved English leacher, Fr. O'Neil, would no longer be with us, and that Fr. McDermott, newly arrived

from the United States, was to take his place; Mr. Faraj, our geography teacher, was out sick, and for

a month or more had to bet replaced by some one <>f the other lay teachers; Mr. Becfair was in poor

health, and we were SOOn to learn that he would not be able to continue his classes for the remainder

of the year; finally, there was a reassignment of the hoys in 3B and 3C, and as a result of this many of

our old friends departed from our midst, and several new faces appeared in their stead. Despite all these

changes, however, 3C has preserved a bond of unity and a spirit of loyalty which has grown stronger

throughout the year rather than otherwise.

In athletics as well as studies our class has much of which it can justly he proud. Most of the members
of the championship teams in baseball and football were from our section. To single out one man, who
in the field of sports brought fame to our class as well as to Baghdad College, we mention George Azzu,
whose exploits in the pole vault at I

1

e Government track meet made our hearts glow with pride.

One of the pleasant memories of the year will be the delightful picnic we had, together with 3B,
at Lake Habbaniyah, during the Faster holidays. Frs. McDermott and McGrath came with us. We
only regret tfca'. all the class were not able to attend.

To the Father! and professors we extend our sincere thanks for the untiring efforts they have
expended on our behalf, and to each member of 3C we wish all success in the Government examinations
which we arc so Minn to take.

Fawzi Saliba, Vain'- Melconian.
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First Row, left to right: Bruno Kiuru, Douglas Anwar, Usama Ncnnis, Mr. Bechir, Rev. Father Manas, S. J., dcorge
Halkias, Hartiyun Tanialian, Arthur Colaso. Second Row : Percy Sequeira, Patrick Roy, Sami Bushara, Alfred Bahary,

Joseph Azzui, Hikmat Vusuf, Clement Nassuri, Salim Aqrawi. Third Row: Rdmond Sequeira, Annan llu, Paul Emmanuel,
Clement Ghannam, George Tsegnnoff, Joseph Buraji, Arlib Sabunji. Fourth Row: Garabel Kishmishian, Hngoi ian,

Said Saliba, Sami Gonly.

Second High A

Second High A may justly be called a museum, for in it there an: representatives of many countries,

such as Greece, Russia, Finland, Iraq, and Armenia. Also many interesting- characters can he found in

2 A ; for instance, Hikmat, the geometrician, as we call him, has already gained fame for his

ingenuity in solving geometric problems ; and Hagop, who always seems to be in a hurry about something;
and Garabet, the violinist of our class: Percy, one third of the Sequeira Band, and Patty, who i< noted
for his vivid imagination and clever drawings.

S;:tond High A encloses mart) good actors too, I nder the instruction ol Fr. Malum we have put on
three short plays. The stories of the first two plays were selected from parts of a story we had read,

"The Man Without a Country." The students wrote the plays, practised them by themselves, and pu:

them on in the classroom in the presence of the Mudir, Fr, Connell, S. J. The third and most important
play, directed by Fr. Mahan, was w-lnessed by the whole school. The artistic effect of all three plays

was greatly helped by Garabet's muted violin obligatto.

2 A boys are proud to say that their class is also advanced in the field of lessons and has been on top
of the first and second honors list all the way through. Our class has also done its best to help the Mission
Collection.

Second High A boys also have a feverish enthusiasm for athletics. In baseball, in spite ol our efforts

in the struggle for the school championship, we were beaten by the victorious Third. Hut we met our
defeat cheerfully and went on to win the championship of the Class Section League.

Before closing this history of our class, heart) thanks are given by u>g .ill to fr. Mahan, to whom
we owe our advance in Fnglish and mathematics. We are all sad at the loss of Mr. Bechir, our Arabic
teacher, and we shall miss him verv much. Thanks rire also rendered to Fr. Guay, for his endeavors to

make us all great chemUts. \nd last but not least, we thank Mr. Paraj, for his effort* in history and
geography

Bruno Kiuru.
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First Row, left to right: Samuel Rumaya, Adnan Almasian, Saib Mirza, Rev. Father Larkin, S.J., Mr. Louis, Albert

Andraos, Anwar Mudarris, Jibrail Rumaya. Second Row; Kamil Namu, Albert Tawfiq, Gilbert Azzu, Louis Daud, Mustafa

Jaf, Munir Khayyat, Edward Sequeira, Nazar Baqir, Hagop Kandarian, Haik Bustanian, Dikran Gharibian. Third Row:
Ghalib Shabibi, Muwaffaq Sarafa, Rabia al-Tai. Bibak Jaf, Kivork Medzadyrian, Albert Abbu, Fadhi! Arabu, Ghanim
Wakil. Sadiq Shabibi, Toni Angurli, Fund Bunni, Abraham Abrahamian.

Second High B

After three lonely months of summer vacation, we were happy to return to Baghdad College and find

ourselves with our old companions. We were doubly happy when we entered a large comfortable classroom

and found that it was to be ours for the coming year's struggle for knowledge.

Without undue boasting, we are a very good class. Let any one who doubts this ask Fr. Guay, our

chemistry teacher, who repeatedly told us that there were no better boys in the entire school than those of

2 B. We shall not easily forget his high esteem of us, nor shall we forget his perpetual smile and his interest-

ing experiments on Wednesday mornings. The special trip we made to his telescope to see the sun spots

is also a memorable event. We have learned something of the days gone by and have travelled the world more

than once with Mr. Faraj. The time we spent with Mr. Louis in the hard study of Arabic never tired us,

for his teaching was interesting as well as stimulating. Most of our class time, however, was spent with Fr.

Larkin, whose patient, kind, and inspiring guidance along the paths of English, geometry, and religion

will always be our outstanding recollection of our seoond year at B.C.

In the matter of studies, the persistent leader was Fuad Bunni; he had to keep busy studying, however,

in order to keep ahead of Anwar and Nazar. The class comedian was Ghalib Shabibi, whose performances

during the day never let any class become dull. Although we were small in body as a class, yet we had

our share of athletes. Tony, our sprinter, and Edward, our high-jumper, were both first-place winners in

the school track meet. Munir and Albert Andraos are both excellent boxers for their respective sizes, while

Ghanim Wakil would make Charles Atlas himself envious, if he could see him walking into class

with his arms behind his back and h'\< chest outstretched. Samuel did his bit toward keeping the Library

in good order.

We are very thankful to Fr. Larkin for the two picnics which we had at Babel and at Ramadi. Our
stop at Lake Habbaniyah was an event not easily to he forgotten; we can almost still feel ourselves

rolling along the road to the music of the Sequeira brothers' violin and flute.

Wc did nol win anv prizes for our contributions to the Missions or for our aid of the poor at

Chr; and Easter, mil few classes in the school can boast of a record like ours.

Fdward Sequeira, Kivork Medzadyrian.
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First Row, left to right: Tahsin Jani, Sami Andrea, Muwaffaq ut-Hamdani, Mr. Shawkat, Rev. Father Delaney, S. J.,

Francis Isaac, Hartiyun Balian, Claude Mikarbana. Second J?ow : Wasim al-Zahawi. Frederick Sequeira, Muin Hassun,

Sazai Wahbi, Munir Ibrahim, Korkis Abulahad, Victor Haddad, Ramzi Qandafa. Third Root- : Sami Dawaf, Harold Neal,

SaHm Saisi, Fuad Nassuri, Maan Sharif, William Nabhan, Elias Tumn. Fourth Row. Joseph Victor, Edward Atchu,

Joseph Rahman, Faruq al-Naqib, Kanan Awni, Faruq B»zzui.

Second High C

We came back to Baghdad College last October, and met our new professors. The new lessons which

we thought were going to be hard turned out to be easy. The new Fathers were just like the old ones

and soon were our friends.

Second High C is the best class in the school. Father Delaney teaches us English, religion, and

geometry and also coaches sports in the College. He makes it easy for us to understand our lessons.

Our Arabic and chemistry teacher is Mr. Louis. His experiments in class are very interesting and we
enjoy them immensely. Geography is taught by Mr. Faraj Habib, while Father Locffler spends some
time each week in making our English more perfect.

In studies we are among the best in the school. Munir Ibrahim is our leader in English; Fuad
Nassuri and Frederick Sequeira arc fighting for top honors in religion; Edward Atchu and Kanan Awni
are our geometry stars; Wasim al-Zahawi is the chemical wizard.

In sports, we have a galaxy of stars. In track Kanan Awni, Harold N'cal, and Munir Ibrahim are

unbeatable; Joseph Rahman and Kanan Awni are doing their best to rival the reputations of Babe

Ruth and Lou Gehrig in the baseball world; then in volleyball we present William Nabhan, Mahdi al-

Yasin, Joseph Victor and Salim Saisi. All are athletes and all are gentlemen.

Our class is not averse to picnics. In fact, we had two this year, one to Hillah, and the other to

Habbaniyah. Both of 'hem were successful and enjoyable. Our thanks to Father Mudir and Father

Delaney.

Our motto is, "One for all and all for one." We are united and treat each other with kindness

and respect. For all that the Fathers and our teacher have done for us we say, "Thank you." We are

very grateful. And we ask Cod's bWsing'* on their work.

Munir Ibrahim, Salim Saisi.
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l''ir>t Ro-w, left to right : Nuzad Majid, Farid Shiner/ Rev, Fattier Ryan, S. J., Rev. Father McCarthy, S. J., Mikhail

Antun, Ramzi Marrugi. Second Row: Asad Tuma, Yaqub Pulakin, Victor Sulaiman, Ram/i Jabiru, Luay al-Qadhi, Yaqub
Tuma, Wadi Abbu, Husairt r(1-^\".-i~ ; rt Third Row: Salim Talia, Adil I'rfali, Tahir al-Najjar, Mnhdi nl-Yasin, Roks Mansur,

i'l' K.iirni, Farid Oa-

Second High D

Next to Fifth, 1 D is the smallest class in the school. Fr. Ryan teachis us English and geometry.

He tries to make us learn our lessons well, and he likes picnics very much. Fr. Delaney prefects our

study and teaches religion. We like to play basehall with him. Mr. Faraj, who teaches us history and

geography, is a fine teacher. Mr. Shawkat teaches Arabic. He read us a letter from Fr. Hussey in

Basrah. Fr. Hussey taught us last year. In the letter he spoke about each boy in the class, and asked us

to write an Arabic letter to him. We did that. Mr. Louis teaches chemistry and the boys like him very

much.

Wadi and Mikhail are the best students in the class. Victor is a good baseball player, and Asad is

too. Although Vaqub Tuma is big, he played in the final game for the class. Farid Shina is small, but he

is a finr boxer. Yaqub Pulakin is a good singer. We have two Ramzis in the class, Ramzi Jabiru and
Ramzi Marrugi. Luay likes to draw. He made many maps for our story in English. Victor also drew some
pictures. Salim and Najib are the quiet ones in the class. Nuzad always defends his side whenever we
have a contest. Roks and Tahir like to joke.

\Y. went on two picnics this year. Fr. Ryan and Fr. McDermott went with us on the first one to

Baqubah, when we played baseball and other games. The second was to Shahraban. Fr. McDermott lost

his hat on the way. and Joseph found it Fr, Delaney also came with us. We ate our lunch in Adil's

den This was a Tree bus picnic, as a priz< to the class for subscribing first to the El Iraqi.

Farid Qasir, Mikhail Antun.
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First R< to rights Albert Gogue, Saad al-Wutri, Muwaffaq Fattah, Rev. Father Lynch, S. J., Mr. Jamil, Alfred

Najib, Zuhair Sabih, Olvi Mangassarian. Second Row: Antwan Boghqssian, Haik Kurdikian, Samuel Asarian, Usam Taima,

Kachik Ateshinn. Anselm Burby, Vartan Ohvanessian, Edmond Bedrossian. Third Row. Misak Kutunian, Antwan Shirinian,

Varkis Palanjian, Zavain Simonian, Edmond Rassam, Anwar Nasir, Jack Dirdirian. Fourth Row: Richard Pearce, Hinir
Hovnaniafl. Zuhnrah Minishian, Shamuel Sakharia, Hartyun Daghilian, Basil al-Cbadercbi, Hartyun l.ajinian.

First High A

Many bapp) months have sped by since we were first joined together as the class of First High A. •

Now, looking back over those months, we point with pride to the line records made by our class leaders.

Olvi has managed to keep the lead in the class average, but Hartyun Daghilian, Kachik, and Edmond
Bedrossian have been keeping righl ;it his heels. In the various subjects, there 1ms been a very interest-

ing' rivalry.

Our deep, thoughtful "theologians," Edmond Bedrossian, Hartyun Daghilian, and Olvi have led

their religion class. The "language of the angels'
1 seems to have been Obi's favorite subject. He has

received the testimonial in \rabic every month except one, when Edmond Bedrossian snatched it from him.

What a race then was among our mathematicians! Misak came up from i C to start the ball rolling,

and kept it going for two months. Then Hart vim came to firsl place, bul Kachik took- it by storm, only

to relinquish it the following month to Olvi.

Our English scholars have fought a good fight, Hartyun Daghilian started the struggle, Kachik took

up the baton, but Usam wrested it from him and still holds it fast. Those who have labored to understand

the lives of great men and the events which our planet considers important are: Edmond Rassam, Olvi,

and Muwaffaq. Those who have been interested in place a sure sign of future travellers—are: Albert,

Muwaffaq, Olvi, and Edmond Bedrossian.

Lest it be thought that we are all brain and no brawn, we must mention our neat triumph in the

junior baseball league. We had come to the finals and were to battle it out with i C. The first game
ended in a tie, so we met again. Did we lose? The scoreboard said we did. But we know that it was only a

chance stroke of fortune in favor of i C. We are proud of our captain, Richard, and his great team.

In the track meet, we were well represented by Antwan and Anwar.

Even though we have singled OSlI certain individuals for mention, nevertheless we do not tail to

realize thai a great measure of any success we may have achie\ed this year f^oes to the class as I whole
and to each and all of its members. The spirit of work, the serious application to study, and genuine
interest have contributed in do small way to the results gained.

We sincerely hope that 'his augurs well for the future the years to follow at Baghdad College,
and afterwards, whatever path in life each one shall feel called to pursue
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First Row, left to right: Carlo Tunietii, Armin Mirzian, Wasim Hikari, Rev. Father Quinn, S. J., Rev. Father Kelly,

S. J., -Mr. .wjOumi, Mai uK Ohan, Carlo Dramirian, Hamid al-Gailani. Second Row. Nubar Bilarian, Noel Rahim, Farid-

Gooli, Cyril Maru, Usam al-Abaiji, Hikmat Najib, Sabah al-Khuri, Farhallah Tuni. Third Row: Raymond Hindi, Maurice
Yusuf, Fuad Amin, Talal al-Azzawi, Salim Elias, Garabel Abrahamian, Joseph Kishmishian. Fourth Row: Yerwant
Mukhtarian, Yighya Nakashian, Abdul-Karim Hadid, Edmond Thweny, Korkis Mansur, Maurice Johnston, Mahmud I'thman.

First High B

"Always something doing" is the motto for our class. In September Father (Juinn was our teacher.

He became Assistant Mudir after a few months. Then Father Kelly look his place in our class. In November
we went to Uaqubah for a picnic and realh goi to know each other well.

We all did well in our mid-year examinations. Algebra was hard, but it is easier now. In January
our class won the contest for subscriptions i<> El Iraqi, and we had a free picnic to Shahraban. On the

way back we stopped too long at Baqubah. That meant that we had to write a few pages on obedience.

Our teacher wrote a play called "The Golden Touch," a story about King Midas. Carlo Dramirian,

Noel Rahim, Armin Mirzian and Sabah Khuri were the players and they all received high praise. Many
of us entered the school (rack meet, but Hikmat was the only one to win. He got a medal for being first

in the hurdles. Edmond was second in the "440." Most of us like to talk. That is why Carlo Tunietti,

Armin, Cyril, Maurice Johnston, Nubar, and Wasim entered the elocution contest. That was in English.

In Arabic we had only one—Carlo Dramirian. The last named was the only one to come through, and
he got second in the big elocution contest at Tufayyadh Hall. Ml of the boys are to be congratulated,
and all should try again next year.

Father Kelly is wondering if Fathallah, Maurice Johnston, Khalid, and Korkis sleep on the base-

ball field. They arc always there when he goes home at nighl and there also when he conies in the

morning. •

Noel was a hero. He was at church one afternoon and a fire broke out. Men started to run and
push people all over the place and Noel was cool enough to tell them, "It is nothing." And they
stopper! and all got out safely. The Fathers say we have a "good < lass spirit." That means we are unit-

ed and work together, We, the historians, hope that it will always he so.

Joseph, \laiuk, Mahmud, Yerwant.
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First High C
Last September we were happy to be enrolled a! Baghdad Coile-e Th* H, , a c u . *
's largest first year class divided into five sections For the re^of^L y

,

°f Sch°o1 found
The first week of school was easv We had onlv on H

V

1 fu ^ WC WCre k"°wn as First C
Mahooey, e»e of the many new Fathers at^AeSlWe The follnt^ "V** EngUsh

'

tau^ht b? Fa ' her
building which was not let quite finfshe^
school year began in earnest. Father Mahoney tm^^^kh^SL^'-. 1™ I ""cu

,iphfS °Uf
us Arabic and geography, while Mr. Abbosh explained history!

g ^^^ Mn Shawkat ^ave

At first we found English very hard, but by doing just w hat we were t«IH it usubject. ' * ' we were told
' " soon became our favorite

In algebra we soon saw thai Father was point? rn I,.,,. .. h«i« ™
explain to us in Arabic the harder parts So it was no^ I I ^ M*ny tlmes he asked Shams ' to
pupils, Mr. Shamsi.

P * W '' S '"" *"* before we w^ calling one of our fellow

**Xtffita taJhr!™' °
Uf W

"
S; ' VV "^ J"** SaJ-' B-« Mansnr and Na.ar each win the

ha,,2^ateas P^d e-iTm issr.aaWc "v h"°» -if

On March 7 th, we had our class picnic 31 Shahraban Wv had a or-,,,,1 »i i
•

climbing the nearby hills. Ever since that da, we have been baWLl ClS T" 1 y "Ur Bramea nnd
picnic, and he always says, "We shall see."

^'^ '" ,a,<< ' us on another

On April the 17th, the Easter holidays began, our Inst chance to n si before . l !the final examinations, whirl, W( . hope to p
l' be^in P^Paration for

Khaiil Mansur, Shakib All Ghalib.
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First Raw, u-j: to righ±: Fuad Audi:, l.'sam al-Qadhi, Stanley dc Souza, Mr. Burby, Rev. Father Loeffler, S. J., Zuhair

(Jazanji, Mustafa Majid, Sabah AtisKa. Second Row : Jalal Tallu, Popkin Hovsepian, Katn/i Nainu, Shlaimun Shamun,
Talal al-Chalibi. Nubar Bashtikian, Alldul-Malak al-Nuliail, Zai.l llamandi. Thin! Now: Fawzi Sarafa, Najad Sakman,
Sami Ka/zuqi, Aram Santirjian, George Bufros, Falih Zaki, Hahnain Solomon. Fourth Row: Sabah Bakiyyu, Joseph

Avndisinn. Atallah Mirza, Munim Narhan, Sarin al-Najjar, Ohannes Shamilian, [zzal \bbu.

First High D

It did not take us Ion;,: to discover thai we urn only one fifth of first year, but we were as active as

any class at Baghdad College. We started the year in tin* Library, bill final!) came oul to our own building.

There our class averages went up like the thermometer on a hoi day.

Shahraban is a favorite spot for a picnic, so we went there and played football, baseball, climbed

mountains, and some of u% went swimming — - bul thai really was not pari of the picnic.

During the year we made an interesting visii to i he Museum. Father Loeffler and Mr. Abbosh, our

teachers, came with us. Mr. Abbosh had (old us ab Mil many of the civilizations thai lay before our eyes,

so that made it worth our while.

We are very proud of our trade star, Aram, who won the high- -scoring medal for the class. He was
also a member of the school team in the Governmenl meet. Popkin and Faw/i are Iwo other stars who

honorable mention.

We cannot forgel Sami Najjar's efficiency in getting ready foi a pit nit ; George Butros' quiet smile

and hi>- camera; Zuhair Qazanji's readiness to answer ail questions of all kinds; Fuad Audit's serious

looks; Zaid I Iammandi's beaming countenance, together with Ohannes, Sabah Shakir and many others.

Nor should we overlook the fact thai Nubar Bashtikian always lias his hand waving in the air; and of

course boys like Stanley and Ram/i and Others are ah 'Hing * '""'' '" ''"' window al those other

boys who are wiping mud off the < hairs aftei class.

will miss all this, as well a- all our friend? and leaches. \\"i vs.ml lo thank all of them for all that

have don< for us during the year so thai we migh be belter .students and especially so thai we might
he !),•• !.,<! College Ma) God bless them all and us!

Fuad Audu.
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Pirsi Row. eft to right: Faruq al-Adhami, George Sittu. Shawqi Bakki, Rev. Father Banks, S.J., Mr. Atchu, Hanna
Butroa, Asad Muhammad, Najib Ahbu. Stroud Row : Edward Qasrat, Ghalib Bunni, Faruq al-Hamawandi, Naji Haddad,
Sabih Rassam, Hikmat Yunan, Mustafa Shanshil. Third Ro-w : Mustafa Muhsin, Akram Abbu, Badi Yunan, Aiunad al-Naqib,

Aram Movsessian, George Kassab, George Kami!. Fourth Row: Fa\\k:w<\ Burros, Philip Butros, Fund Ziyya. Bahjat jarjooi,

FathaOah al-Khuri, Joseph Paulus.

First High E

For the first time since Baghdad College was built', there exists a class called First High E. This

shows us that Baghdad College is growing bigger and bigger every year. The Fathers built a new
school building last year which has six rooms and is located behind the old building. For the first month
of this school year, our class occupied a Fourth High classroom on the second floor of the main building.

When the new building was finished, we moved into (ho last room nearest the volleyball courts.

Our class contains twenty-nine boys. Most of them work very hard and want to gain success in the

future. We thank Fr. Banks for teaching us the English language. Mr. Shawkat, who teaches us

geography, is a graduate of Baghdad College, and so is Mr. Atchu, who teaches us algebra. Mr. Abbosh
teaches us history, and is a man of much experience. He has spent a great deal of time in European
colleges, and so has learned many languages, such as English, French, Turkish and Italian. Our Arabic

teacher is Mr. Jamil. Fr. Guay teaches us religion. He always makes us laugh, because he speaks to us

as he spoke to his deaf students in the United Slates. Bahjal farjoni also makes us laugh in the school

bus, and sometimes in the study period.

Many of our boys, such as Naji Haddad, Badi YV.i.an, and Philip Butros, were active in the school

track meet. George Ilalata was a member of tin school football team, and one of the leading scorers.

On April 4, Fr. Banks took us on a picnic to Babylon and Ilillah. We walked all through the ruins

at Babvlon, had our pictures taken on the Lion of Babel, and then ale our lunch. Then we went to HiHah.
Coming bark, we stopped at a Held and played a baseball fame, and also some American football. When

01 back to Baghdad, w< very happy and pleased at such Wt have learned many
BgS this year, and hope to " t better and better in 0U1 studies a^ each year goes by

George Kassab. Georgt Sittu, Sabih Rassan
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SODALITY OF OUR LADY
With ill'' selfsame old reputation, and tin:

characteristic activity and good aims for sure success

in mind, once again, the Sodality of Our Blessed

Lady, under Reverend Lather Devenny, S.J., held a

meeting one October morning to elect officers and

plot the plan of campaign lor the new scholastic year.

The officers elected were Edmond Ilu, president; Allen

Cotta, vice-president; Widad Bezzui, secretary; Sanii

Lawrence, treasurer; Gilbert Thomas, assistant

-

treasurer.

Henceforth, regulai Sodality meetings were held

.»n Tuesday noons. These meetings sometimes

listed of Sodalists singing the Office or the

dms, lis during Lent, hut ordinarily of talks

delivered by tlie Director, or some guest speaker. We
had the pleasure of listening to many Lathers giving

talks of particular interest to the Sodalists. On one

occasion Father Guay, S.J., delivered a remarkably
pleasing talk to us in the sign language of the deaf-

mutes. We offer our sincere thanks, with acknowledg-
ment and appra iation, to Fathers Gookin, Loefflcr,

Banks, Mahoney, and O'Ncil for their generous
contributions lo our organization.

Coming to the activities of the year, while none
of our works ' an be said to have shaken the world,

yet some merit special mention. First, we wish to

ffiatulatc all B.C. students for their generous aid

to the missions. The 135 dinars contributed led the
amounts given by other institutions in Iraq. Besides,

eotlectiona for the poor, taken before Christmas bv
Gilbert Thomas, ;imounted to 35 dinars, along with
an abundance of clothes. The money was distributed
to the poor by the Sodality, just before Christmas, in

a trip whi. h covered all Baghdad; the clothes were
tfiven to the orphans. The Sodality Bulletin Board,

superintended by Stanley Maru, was always alive

with encouraging items, spiritual and temporal.

This year, the teaching of catechism was limited

to Sulaikh. The Sodalists who were boarders under-

took the gracious job of instruction. They were:

Jacob Blaney, Francis Faraj, Adolf Faraj, Hanna
George, Ghanim Razzuqi, Maxime Thomas, and

Yusuf Alios.

During the year, the Sodality prepared two

programs, one in honor of the Boy Saints, the other,

for the annual May Day. The first was celebrated at

the Latin Church, where six men of Fourth High

graced the gathering by speeches. They wire Mini

Hassun, Manna George, John Mangassarian, Joseph

Bashuri, Stanle) Maru and Joseph Silveira. May Day
was celebrated at the Latin Church on May the ninth,

under the presidency of H.E Msgr. du Chayla. Nine
candidates were welcomed on that day into the

Sodality, namely —Adolf Faraj, Farid Oufi, Francis

Faraj, Jacques Bezzui, Joseph jibran, Jamal Bushara,

Marshal Fernandez, Peter Atchu and Ramzi Harmes.
The address on this occasion was delivered by
Reverend Father Butros, Allen Cotta, Fuad Sarafa,

and Joseph Tessy gave short talks.

The Eucharistic Section showed their devotion

by attending a special Mass once a month both in

the Karradah and Baghdad churches.

In bidding adieu to our Sodality for the thirteenth

consecutive year, we wish for our organization, from
the bottom of our hearts, peVpetual success in all its

aims and activities. We also pray that it may always
achieve its holy purposes: refinement of character,

purification of souls, and the support of the needy.

Hdmond Ilu.
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SANCTUARY SOCIETY
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SCIENTIFIC SOCIETY
In the yeai 1945 we had honor of forming the

first Scientific Academj ever organized at Baghdad

College. It is still verj small and is composed of

members of Fourth and Fifth High, under the

superintendence of Rev. Father Guay, S.J. The

purpose of this society is to give us a better under-

standing of all the branches of science and also

practical application of the principles we learn.

Ever) fortnight one ol the Fathers or one oi the

student-members gave ;i lecture on pertinent subjects.

During the year we learned about ih<- vacuum-tube

rri Fath< 1 Sheehan, th< energ) of the sun from

Father (iuay, and the .science ol anthropology from

Father Sullivan. Mathematics, we discovered from

Father Devenny, was a tool for all these sciences,

while Marshal Fernandez told us all about the man-
made radio.

At the College we have a number of scientific

instruments thai we have learned how to use with

profit. For instance, the theodolite can be used in

leveling, surveying, mapping, finding distances, and
calculating heights. So one day we went olT with

her (iuay down to the river's c(]jj;c and set up our
theodolite. There we found the breadth of the river,

determined the distance to different points of interest,

and made a map of the river's bed. Then we surveyed
our campus and found the heighi of the building and
'lie flif' in !< ^ c 1 between two wells aboul .-1 half
I mile ;i|>;irf.

During the year Father (iua^y assembled a

telescope and installed it on the roof of the school.

With its aid, we were able to see the sun-spots that

recently caused such great radio disturbances. We
were so impressed with the instrument that we stayed

after school one evening and investigated the moon
and the stars at close range. Science began to mean
something to us after that.

Father Guay also set up a sort of weather station

and each day we noted down the changes that occured.

Already, in a special cage on the roof, we have a

thermograph, a barometer, a maximum and minimum
thermometer and instruments by which we can
determine the dew-point and humidity. Soon we hope
to have an anemometer and will thereby be able to

judge the ways of the wind.

Like every other society worthy of the name, we
have a set of officers. We elected Sami Lawrence as
president, Marshal Fernandez as vice-president, Allen

Cotta as treasurer, and Freddie David as secretary.

Under their leadership we have gone far in making
this one of the most flourishing societies in the

College. We have laid the foundations and we hope
that those to come will continue to build on these

humble beginnings.

Freddie David.
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DRAMATICS
No mailer how well a book ma) be written, no th(

Xng, while Noel, his son,kept a smile on the faces nf the crowd. Though onlyn firs year the.r work was splendid and much is'o be hop^l from them in (he future.

matter how well a play may be criticised, The^ne™ sncc^'e^T" *°*£ m ™dS™ *»«
quite catch the interest of the reader as does the

' ° aS ,h " K '

moment when the curtain is ready to rise and the
Flay is on." The dramatic talent of Baghdad

College scored three howling- successes this year andnow is in a position to do some talking about it allEven the non-actors and those who cared little forthe art of acting were most enthusiastic in their
praise of what had been accomplished. Dramatic,
they were convinced, and still arc, is not something
dull and bormg, but rather a delight, a pleasure, a
thnll Now jt means something to get up befon „crowd and act."

Shakespeare was laced with the ever-currentproblem of staging his plays. He had no theater, no

£X\ n° Pr
,T

S
°J

SCenei7' He Was forc^ to do the
best he could and .-all upon the imagination of his
listeners for the test. We, too, had the same problemand solved u 1U exactly the same way. Instead

w def'd J
SP°tS

'
,
and

°
ther mCanS °f i"^inationwe depended on the sun overhead. For scenery, we

that «H%rT ?al
u

S SWay
'mg in the breeze-a breezehat earned he enchanting- aroma of orange blossomso the nostrils of every patron in the houfe. And

Wh" ?"
d ab,hV (

"
had the Cfeam <)f the^ croPw nat more could you ask for?

with J
tC

,

r lh,S) Second Hi&h A came throughwith .another theatrical hit. Under the experienced^---g genu. ,,f Father Mahan they amused the'>& with -hen- mterpreta.lion of Perseus. Incident
;

*athe. Malum directed this same play overnmeteen years ago In Manila with a full FiHpino ££
i- , V S thr stor

> "' I'ow the hero (Percv

" Muru. Seventeen actors in all brought us backlo he year icon U (
•

i
s K

^though he, chose (o
, „„. ,,i,, ,

1

',fv

Educed l>\ the ih, m-; -,i

> ounff<* brothers Fourth hS? i ^5S M
°* " h ,r

'^atrical lists The £? i JW f° ?Hr t,,e

before to entei bui u
'

'1

,K "' dedded '«'

I mng in m' ,,, ' " " **•»* """' on. tine

II, , , 1

"" ' ;l " -""ruled at y m -, ml lie stage had tuo minn • .

'• (X1 *'.ni.

," « -i«"oTourTJeT %?ff«S5between these .(,,,,,. i

f h:'Ppened
h. .c dramlticT^nd. ^ Pn>Prr,i<>s b" "™
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If an award were to 10 the most fearless

tin- year, our choice would unquestionably fall

Stanley Mam: his work was beyond reproach.

\s\\ who s] of his time trying to gel

as a \c.^ convincing player, oven

could not i>< heard occasionally. His

pxtheti< grimaces and utii < bewilderment collapsed

ce time and lime again. The nonchalance
1 S •"

• ousness of Badi Nadhmi

and George Naiim will long remain in the memory
of those who were present. Ten members of Fourth

High were in (he play ant] each added to the perfec-

tion of the whole piece. Father Sullivan, who directed

them, should feel particularly proud of his charges who
concluded the theatrical season here with such a

genuine success.

Despite the fact we have no auditorium, the

various members of the different casts have overcome
this obstacle and managed to bring their auditors

into the spirit of each play. For that they deserve

high credit. As time goes by we shall have many
more plays, and many more actors will have a chance

to "strut the boards." It is a golden opportunity for

all—a chance to rise before an audience and speak.

To all those who helped in any way in this year's

productions, acting, staging, coaching, etc., we say
a hearty "Thank you." To the actors themselves we
offer our sincere congratulations. To the future

generation of performers who will some time appear
on our various stages, we hold out the prospect of

bigger and better accommodations. Come all ! ! Come
early ! ! !
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Business \ianag i

Gilbert Thomas

Sunii iMwren

Moderators

Rev. Robert J. Sullivan, S. J.

Rev. Thomas ]. Kelly, S. J.

Editors

Edmond llu

Widad Beztui

OUR APPRECIATION
The publication of a • is a venture which demands whole-hearted cooperation and

unselfish interest even en the part of those not direjCth engaged in its presentation. We consider

our- eciallj I- : ;-.:n:.;< in this icgard. To surmouni the difficulties which thwarted our

plan- and to overco - acles which stood ii our waj a- 'ggled with i4hs issu< ol

El Iraqi, we have rel.ed i measure upon the inspiration and encouragement given us

by < ounfh ss I dai e. We are extremely grat< ! lh< help thty offered us

in bringing i'n.s iq.|6 < op\ I light.

<> publicl) express ou thanks to all oui Patrons and Advertisers,

who supplied ;
: m;.! al assistance so necessary for our project, and to all the students who

subscribed and i .niiilmicd the material, literarj and pictorial, which adorns these pages. Mso,

we wisli i titude to all others who kindh proferred assistance and advice

in anv u ;o , bu especialh to:

k. \ ( :(n(i Edward I Madaras, S. |., Presideni ol Baghdad College, whose info est

and supp •; hav< been unending.

Revi nd |oseph P. i onnell, S. J., Principal ol Baghdad College, for Ins reviews and

suggestions iliai were so beneficial and so eager]] followed.

Major General II. <. Smith, Director-General ol I In- Iraqi State Railways, whose consent

and graciousneas gave us the us. ol the Iraqi State Railways Press.

M I,,. \. ( houcha, Mudii ol the Railways Press, for his earnest labor, tireless zeal, and

countless i aiding us to bring ilns issue to. Us final form.

\l Nejdet, former.professor ol Baghdad College, fot hi* painstaking can in reading and

porri < ting I hi ibutions i" ili< \rabi< •< tion.

Io rtm and alt, • i • '
••• "»i'\ "> sincere thankfulness Pot the treasured memories of

generous assistance ;m\<". saj a hearty, "Thank Vou," and hope thai you an ti proud of this

edition ol El Iraqi a?
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SPORTS PARADE
No visitor who has stepped inside our grounds

during the noon recreation periods would ever say that

there was a lack of sports' activities at Baghdad
College. Baseball, basketball, volleyball, football,

handball — all have their boisterous, shouting, happy,

carefree enthusiasts. If our visitor could only stay till

the end of the school day, he would see the same
ceaseless bustle and clamor of Baghdad College boys

at play. This year, especially, enthusiasm for sports

has been very high. Perhaps it is because we have

more students, perhaps it is because B.C. boys :

learning to like sports more, perhaps it is because a

keener rivalry has developed through the awarding of

special medals. Whatever the reason may be, Un-

certainty is that 1945-1946 has seen a great spirit, a

rare enthusiasm, and a fine loyalty among Baghdad
College students and athletes in the field of sports.

Basketball

Baseball
Hardly had the school year opened, when the

baseball lovers were clamoring for the start of the

annual school league. The captains of each year were
named : Amjad Tuma for First ; Hagop Nazaritian

for Second ; Gerald Pearce for Third ; Ghanim Razzuqi
for Fourth ; and Widad Bezzui for Fifth. The first

k of school was devoted to serious practice. Base-

ball medals were offered for the winners, and all

players wanted to be at their best for the games to

follow. At the beginning of the next week, league-

games started under the direction of Rev. Father

Delaney, the new moderator of sports.

After a week of play, it was clear that the

Strongest teams were those of Second, Third, and
Fourth High. As the season advanced, Third High
came to the front more and more. Though many
games were close and bitterly fought, no other team
could beat Third High. Thus it was that the league

ended with Third High the winners of the- coveted
medal-. School champions; they had a record of eight

victories and no defeats.

The victorious rhird High team was composed
of the following players: Gerald Pearce at first base;

Joseph on second; Percy at shortstop; and Jirair on

third. The outfield ran as follows: Yusuf in left field;

Vahe in (enter field along with Alex
; and Abbas in

right field. The pitching was left in the capable hands
of Maximc, while Adnan held down the catching
position.

Baghdad College students have m ver seen a

better baseball league than the one this year. Hitting

was long and consistent ;
some fielding plays were

sensational. All the captaina deserve credil for the

fighting spirii that they instilled into their players,

and this is specially true of Gerald Pearce, captain ol

the winning Third High team. Special thanks, too,

go to Father Delaney foi his lively management <>f

the league, and to l
1 han for his generous

work in the iole of titnp

While the baseball season was still at its height,

Father Sullivan received word that the Government
Basketball Tournament was to begin earlier than
usual this year. He promptly issued a call for

candidates for the Baghdad College team, and a large

number of aspirants answered the call to the courts.

Heading the list were five veterans from last year's

team: Bedi Atchu, David, Hanna, Fuad, and
ii. The others who reported were young

efuls from the various years.

After the first wee's of practice, Father Sullivan's

.: relieved smile. For it was
clear that, win, lose, or draw, Baghdad College would
be a team to reckon with on the basketball court.

Bedi's eye for the basket was as deadly as ever;
David's ease in sinking baskets, and Hanna's
amazing progress from the past year showed them up
to be fitting running mates for Bedi in the forward
positions. Shawkat was still hard to get by in the

guard position, and F"uad looked equally good on
defense. Capable substitutes in Maurice, Frank, Carl,

Faiq, Clement, and Alfred seemed to indicate a strong

B.C. team.

Two victories in practice games with the Baghdad
College Faculty and King Faisal College strengthened
this belief. And when the Baghdad College Graduates
were trounced 48-30, enthusiasm ran high, and the

B.C. student body were behind their team to a man.
Before the tournament began two other games were
played. The first was with Central Secondary School,

bigger, faster, older boys, and we lost 38-29. Then
the great Baghdad College team of i<)-h> came to plaj

our team and was soundly beaten 52-30. In these

nes the smooth teamwork of our men drew forth

favourable comment. The playing of Bedi was out-

standing; David and Hanna wen- working well

ether; Shawkat , Fuad and Maurice were doing
nobly at guard.

When the opening game of the tournament came,
our boys 1 ady. This first contest was with the

strong, highly-praised Kaikh team, and was played

on the court of the Central Secondary School.

Practically our whole student body was there, ;md
when the boys rated on the court in their new gold
and maroon jerseys and white shorts, all Baghdad
heard the cheers that rent the air. The game was
thrilling and filled with excitement, and when the final

whistle had blown, the scoreboard read: B.<

Kai kh a |.

Tufayyadh School was played next and beaten

32-25. A practice gam< with the British Institute saw
us on the losing end of .1 35 to 26 score. In the next

tournament game we beat Primary Teachers 24-9,

to entei the semi-final-.. After this, we had two games
to play, as a means of keeping in top form for out

next tournament game with the speedy Adhamiya
quintet. Technical School came to Baghdad Coll
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and was beaten overwhelmingly, 66-16. We hen

conquered Reja'a School 31-17.

The game with Adhamiva School was another

thrilling affair. Our boys played fine basketball and

gave their best, but we were beaten by the slender

margin of 3 points, the final score being 27-24. There

was never a more exciting game played in Baghdad ;

this is on the admission of all who saw the game.

We were eliminated from the tournament, but we wenl

out gloriously.

We finished the season with two more outside

games; others had been arranged but were "rained

out." In a return engagement with Karkh we lost,

but we beat the Adhamiva Club by the close score of

32 to 31. Our record for the season read: Won to,

Lost 4.

We congratulate the team on the splendid show-

ing they made. Ever) one of the players sacrificed his

time and strove valiantly to bring glory to the "Gold
and Maroon." For Bedi, this season marks the end of

his basketball career at B.C. Wi'h regret we see him

leave and we salute him as one of the greatest players

our school has known. We also offer our special

thanks to our coach, Father Sullivan, without whose

generous giving of time and energy the successful

season just concluded would have been impossible

In the annual school tournament, all the Classes

wire represented. As the league progressed, il

developed that Third A, Third C, Fourth B, and Fifth

wen easily the strongest teams. No team, however,
1 ould quite match Fifth and the sparkling play of its

captain, Bedi Atchu. The league's end saw Fifth with

eight victories against no defeats, and they Were
crowned the school champions in basketball.

Football

While the basketball team was doing proudly In

the school, Baghdad College was not idle on the foot-

ball front. For the first time in the history of the

school, we put a team on the football field to meet
the other schools of Baghdad. It was a good team,

Considering that it was our first effort in competition.

Father Sheehan did a fine piece of work in organizing
the team and putting it into shape. As our boys ran

on the fii Id for their first game with Primary Teachers,
many a heart heal with pride at the sight of the new

gold and maroon uniforms. No boys have ever looked

better on the field of battle than did our boys thai

lirsi memorable afternoon.

We lost that first game 1-0, on a penalty shot,

but Baghdad College, in its first try, inspired the

hope that it would improve as time went on. Events
that followed saw the fulfillment of this hope. In the

Government Tournament we met and conquered our
first four opponents: Markaziya Intermediate 1-0;

King Faisal 4-0: Reja'a 4-0; and the Agricultural

School 4-1. Il was not until the fifth game that our

s alwarts again met defeat, this time in a closely

contested game with Sena'a by the score of 1 to o.

We closed a highlv successful first season by tieing

Rasa I a 0-0.

In all these contests, George Azzu played a

stellar game at goal, and his work was made easier

by the splendid playing of backs Shakir and Ghanim.
Our best scoring combination was made up of Fakhri,

George, and Percy. All the other players did grand
work in passing the ball down the field and in keeping
our opponents away from our goal.

Meanwhile, under the able direction of Mr.

Albert Atchu, the school football league moved alon^

through game after game of fiery competition to a

successful conclusion. After the dust of battle had
cleared, after the wounds of conflict had mended, the

team of Third B emerged as the school champions.
Our congratulations go to the winners, our thanks
to all the other teams for providing us with many
exciting afternoons, and better luck next time ! !

Track
On March iS, on a <!a\ clear, cool, sunny, jusl

made to order for the year's long-awaited high spot,

Baghdad College held its annual school track meet.

Our best runners, jumpers, hurdlers, and field

competitors had been practicing hard for weeks. The
1 rials had been held, and the best that Baghdad
College had to offer in each event stood •'eady for the

starter's gun. Excitement ran high, and everybody
expected close competition in all events. Nobody was
disappointed.

The following record shows the winners of the

various event, both track and field:



VARSITY TRACK TEAM
Winners of G*p of H.R.H. Ike Regent



>t±. tti&iii3texaL*.A&&t*i i

5

V \RSJTY RELAY TEAM
v S.'ho'A Champions of Bcghdu. 1

. ^46

^A' 1.
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Baghdad College Track Meet

March 18, 1946.

Event Class First Second Third

Hurdles A Shakir Abdul-Rahman Gerald Pearcc David Sukkar
B Munir Ibrahim Alfred Randquist Antwan Apekian
C Hikmat Najib Patrick Roy Bruno Kiuru

5° m D Joseph Jibran Farid al-Khuri Wasim al-Zahawi

ioo m A Peter Vtchu Fuad Sarafa Bahman Kashi
B Toni Angurli Saad Madfai Simon Ohvancssian
C Amjad Tuma Anwar Nasir Bahjat Killu

D Joseph Jibran Farid Khuri Popkin Hovsepian

200 m A Shakir Abdul-Rahman Peter Atchu Mahdi al-Yasin

B Andre Andrea Alfred Randquist Saad Madfai
C Bahjat Killu Fdmond Thweny

400 m A Fuad Mustafa Mahdi al-Yasin Melcon Jibran

B Aram Samirjian William Kamil Alim Hassun

800 m Anwar Said Shawkal Killu Ramzi Hermes

1500 m Anwar Said Aram Samirjian Thomas Shakuri

Broad Jump A Peter Atchu Gerald Pearcc Shakir Abdul-Rahman
B Melcon Melconian Kanan Awni Simon Ohvancssian
C Anwar Nasir Percy Scqueira |oseph Rahman
D Antwan Boghossian .\aji Haddad Hamid al-Gailani

High Jump A George Xaum Am wan Jibrail Alex Kotaycntz
B Kanan Awni Harold Neal Kakhri Rahmatallah

William Kamil
C Edward Scqueira Patrick Roy

Percy Scqueira

D Popkin Hovsepian Antwan Boghossian Wasim al-Zahawi

>

Stanley de Sou/a

Pole Vault George \zzu Ghanim Raz/uqi Melcon Mclconian
IVtcr Yonalhan

Discus Francis Faraj op Nazaritian Ghanim Razzuqi

Shot Put Douglas Walton Said Saliba Sami Skcndcr

Relay Fourth High >nd High

Total

:

Fourth High 144

Third High 82

Second High 67

First High 60

Fifth High 20
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The score sheet tells its own eloquent story and

clearly reveals the superiority of the winners of the

Baghdad College Cup. This is the third successive

year that the team of the present Fourth High has

won the school championship. Individual high-scoring

honors also went to a member of the Fourth High

team, Peter Atchu. The other high-scoring honors

went to the following: Class B, Aram Samirjian

;

Class C, Bahjat Killu ; Class D, Joseph Jibran.

At the conclusion of the meet, the cup and the

medals were awarded to the winners by Rev. Father

Madaras, President of Baghdad College. It had been

a great day, and everything had gone off smoothly

under the truly expert management of Father Sheehan.

There was joy in every heart and a song in every

mouth... "And we'll cheer B.C. on to victory, Under

banners of Gold and Maroon."

After the school meet, a bigger task faced our

leading track stars: the Government Track Meet must

be won for the third successive year by Baghdad

College ! Practice went on, Father Sheehan devoted

his best efforts to training the men who were to

represent the Gold and Maroon, and when April 8,

the day of days, arrived, Baghdad College was in top

form. The day was ideal, H.R.H. the Regent was

present, and (he capacity crowd that thronged the

Scouts' Field was in high spirits. The very colorful

parade of the schools taking part in the meet passed

in review and., the meet was on!

Bvetj event, beginning with the ioo meter dash,

was hotly contested^ for Baghdad's best were

..mpcting for the prized cup of H.M. the King,

['radically every event saw a B.C. athlete matching

his speed and skill with the stars of the other schools.

Our boys gave the best that was in them and through-

out the meet kept high the hopes of their loyal

supporters. Shakir won the hurdles with ease, and

one <losc id the record in doing so; Peter Atchu

plared fourth in the ioo, third in the 220, and fourth

in the broad jump ; George Naum won the high jump,

and George Azzu was first in the pole vault ; Fuad
.Mustafa came in fourth in the 440, and Mahdi al-

Yasin fourth in the 220; Anwar Said ran second in

the mile; and both Douglas Walton and Said Saliha

scored points in the shot put.

Our closest rival was the strong Karkh team.

They pressed us hard all afternoon so hard, in fact,

that they finally succeeded in scoring enough points

to wrest the first cup from our grasp and win the

meet. We salute them as our conquerors, and we
congratulate them on their great victory !

The final event of the afternoon was the relaj

race. This is a special feature, not part of the meet
proper as far as points are concerned. The B.C. relay

team had won the beautiful Lord Cornwallis Cup for

the past two years, and a win this year would mean
that we could keep permanent possession of this

trophy. This year's team, composed of Peter Atchu,
Antwan Jibrail, Fuad Sarafa, and Shakir Abdul-
Rahman, gave the admiring crowd a thrilling exhibi-

tion of speed and put on the most exciting race of

the afternoon. Peter started by gaining a lead which
we never relinquished, and Shakir breasted the tape

well ahead of his nearest opponent, a member of the

flashy Karkh team ! Thus B.C. ended the afternoon

in a blaze of glory ! !

The cups and medals were presented to tin

winners by H.R.H. the Regent. Baghdad College

received the cup of H.R.H. the Regent for obtaining

the second highest number of points in the meet, and
also the Lord Cornwallis Cup for our victory in the

relay race. Even though we were not completely

successful, we still can hold our heads high in the

track world of Baghdad. Our team made a marvelous

showing—they were a credit to the colors of Gold

and Maroon that they carried so valiantly and so

honorably.

Gilbert Thomas.

**j**^+<
(f* ** *
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UNDER BANNE
AND MA

S OF GOLD

Sltukh AbduURahman, Rev. Father Council, S. J., Peter .\teliii

An insignia contest was announced early in

the school year. The object of the contest was to find

a lettered insignia, which would be attached to athletic

uniforms and represent Kulliat Baghdad, the Arabic
equivalent of Baghdad College.

The students did riot readily grasp the purpose
of the contest. The school letter, so common in the

western hemisphere, lias yel t<> make its appearance
in the Arabic world of organized sport. Thus our
students had no previous experience of athletic

insignia. They had no sport tradition from which the}

could borrow ideas for the contest. Several years ago
our basketball team had experimented on a small scale

with lettered insignia in Arabic. The efforts were home-
made, and the response so lacking in enthusiasm thai

we determined to await the day thai insignia could be
cut and tailored professionally.

Our i<,\^ trackmen pioneered when they appear-
ed publicly in factory-made uniforms. In the govern-
ment track meet, our athletes displayed a visible-

maroon B.C. on each white jersey and received the

judges' award for tin best appearance of all the

loolboy squads to march past the reviewing stand.
This year all tin Baghdad College athletic teams v

outfitted with factory-made uniforms of the tchool's
ors, tli. contrasting colors of gold and maroon.

h uniform was marked with a hoi. I B.C. So much
admiration did th< appearance ol ill. uniforms evoke

mined w. should trj one e again t" let

th< \>< .1 limtlai insignia in th< language "i

the < ountrj
.

'I hu's the « onteai and tin <,,,,

table insignia.

The search began slowly, because the students did

not know where to begin their (|uesi. They had no
sport traditions on which thev could lean, net spoil

catalogues to furnish illustrated models, no sporting-
goods salesmen te) bring and exhibit sample uniforms
and designs. It was inevitable thai the first few
entrants should submit intricate elevens east against
baeki,r re muds ( >l palms, sunsets and river-boats.

We stressed simplicitv of design, li was
emphasized that the' insignia must be- legible to th<

point that a spectator will pick out the tettei

unerringly from the- jersej as our athlete speeds past
the' stands in tin- too-meter dash. The' insignia had to

be se> plain that it woulel not offer any practical

difficulties te> the craftsmen who cut and attach the
design to the uniforms. Again, the design had to be
attractive in oider to excite admiration. Finally, it

iiael le> be' so representative that it would in no way
offend the' taste- of Arabs, who for centuries have
cultivated calligraphy as a fine and intricate art.

One. ihese' features of the contest were grasped,
the results wen me>st gratifying'. Students with an
artistic bent worked industriously with their pens and
eolenee! inks. Less taknleel stud, nls SOUght the aid of
Others and summoned to their assistance the best

artists of Baghdad. Entries were received daily. They
were stampe-d with the elan of entry, and the best of
ill. designs wen displayed on the bulletin board. The
contest opened on Octobei ;<•. On November 24, at

JS p.m., five- minute's before the- closing e>f the'

'onfe-st, the doorbell rani^, and a breathless student
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5 admitted ad made the long
trip from his lion that his eatn

'"eluded in t, 5 the deadline was
reached.

One hundred and ntri. s \v< re accepted.
Five judges made lho
insignia which

; elements.
Another five judges mad

, n . When
models were given to ,nal artist 10 be
touched up and drawn in p ion.

The judges' decision was finally made in favor
of the initial letters ,e Arabic equivalent
Baghdad College. The two 'runs are Kdf for

1

? inner was Francis Uaac, a student
ol section B of Second Year. Francis gained first prize
and the honor of having submitted the insignia which
will be worn by Baghdad College athletes of the

ire. Paul Emmanuel, a classmate of Francis
received a prize lor having submitted on the same day
a design similar 10 the winning design. Honorable
;;r

n,,ni
.

was §^en ^ Berj Tchobanian, Simon
Ohvanessian, Joseph Victor, Melcon fibran, Rabia
al- I ai and Fuad Audu.

..... efeti'i

Kulhat, and Ba for Baghdad. Four pieces are need-
ed for the integrity of the two letters. In the winning
combination the Kaj is a segment of a circle with an
opening at the upper left section; the segment encloses
a hgurc much like an inverted 5. The Ba is a
broad bar with a dot beneath. The letters are so
arranged that the design hrst >srike. the eve in the
>hape of a circle, and immediately the eve' discerns
/- ,• res'ini; above /-;.

The contest rewarded our search for athletic
insignia There now remains but the craftsman's task
of attaching the insignia to uniforms. We have
'"trusted the task to U.S. sporting-goods factories,
uh.eh have at the.r disposal the facilities of modernmachmery and processing. We trust that technical
skill will overcome any handicap offered by the crkfts-mens unfamiliarity with the Wabie language We
awau results confidently.

Joseph Conncll, S.J.
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EDITORIAL
Five years ago, as the month oi October

approached, little hearts were throbbing with anx.

in anticipation of the first school day in Bagh

College We are glad to be able to say that 1

hearts were ours, the same beating organs that are

leaving Baghdad College tomorrow. It is true thai

the moment of departure is nigh, when loyal s<

will leave their compassionate mother; yet it .s also

true that their souls and hearts are, and forever will

be, united with hers.

It was war time when we first entered our A

Mater Five years ago, the world was in the greai

turmoil of human slaughter and general annihilatt

known to history. The ilames of conflict were sprei

ing far and wide, burning down whatever stooc

their way and charring to ashes whoever attemp

to extinguish them. .Nations were pounding each

other with fire ami steel; powerful countries wen

utilizing their resources to dynamite the peaks oi

civilization; even smaller nations were involved. Daih

were received fresh reports of the devastation, disease,

and famine which war was leaving in its wake

throughout tin- world.

This horrible human affliction proceeded for six

long years — years which seemed an eternity to the

suffering people of the world. During that disastrous

period, sincere lovers of peace attempted to terminate

the universal strife which prevailed, but they failed

dismally and sometimes were even martyred for their

holy cause. There was, however, one powerful institu-

tion in the world which never ceased to use all its

powers of persuasion and influence to bring to a

speedy end a conflict that had lasted all too Ion-,

and to secure an agreement between nations guarantee-

ing justice, equity, and right. That organization was

the Catholic Church, tin peaceful institution of Christ.

I hroughout the long years of strife, the Holy Father,

Pope Pius Ml, appealed to the leaders of nations to

stop war and establish a universal peace, thai mankind

mighi !).• lifted from the pit of unutterable misery.

Unfortunately, however, those same leaders, in the

heat of their indignation or in the frenzy of their pride

and greed, repudiated the holy call of the Church and

proceeded along their deadly path.

There were groups of notorious men who, in

their blind prejudice, misconceived the sacred aim of

the urgent 'alls for peace. They bitterly accused the

Church, even the Hoi) Father, of partiality and

injustice Hid these prejudiced people know exactly

what Constituted the views of the Catholic Church on

peace? If they did, it is difficult to understand how

they could have spoken a word of blame or accusa-

tion. It is sufficient to point out, in refuting their

lion, that the Church has ever manifested to

the world the just spirit of Christ and I

iected and i he wise. Thai is

enough to defend the purity of Hei aims and to

H II for i>> a< e Fi piti 'I

opposition to Her during these past years, the Church

was not discouraged from pursuing Her policy. She
continued to use the most effective means of appeal,

namely offering Her fervent prayers to the throne of

God, that He might shorten the days of affliction

and bring misguided creatures to their reason.

ioday tiie battle is over and the engines of war
are cool. No more are thousands falling each day on
bloody fields ; no more are cities blasted to bits. But
do we have peace? True peace? Alas, the material

and moral disorder wrought by the hands of war, the

destruction and misery over vast areas, the despair

reigning in so many hearts — all these consequences of

war are still holding the universe in their grasp, fore-

boding bitter hardship and long suffering. These
damages must be repaired by the same hands that

scattered them over the globe. There remains the

task for men of good will to bring the world from
physical and spiritual devastation to law and order, if

we are to have peace, real peace.

Even in this present pitiable state, when so much
of the world is confused and unsettled, answers would
vary, if the question were posed again, "Do we have
true peace, now?" Some individuals would directly

answer, "Yes;" others would pause in their reply;

and still others would unhesitatingly cry, "No!" The
merchants of death, those who piled up golden trea-

sures during the war, would say, "Yes;" some groups
would be doubtful ; but the hungry and suffering, those

afflicted millions that have been terribly scourged by

the voracious Ilames of war, would cry, "No," and
they are right ! The Church of Rome Herself backs
their answers by denying that peace has yet been
restored. Truly, we can have no peace in a world

where some are living comfortably, having every
means of 'h\i' or undue pleasure provided for them,

while their fellow men are dying of hunger alongside

them. The world cannot possess the blessed dove of

peace when helpless hundreds are perishing, unheeded,
from pestilence and disease. There is no equality in

leaving millions of homeless wretches wandering
about, vainly seeking a refuge. They are human beings

like the rest, created by the same God, endowed with

the same right to live. They must be plucked from the

mortal embrace of misery and helped in their pitiful

helplessness.

To that end the Church has made, and is still

making, appeals, some of them in the form of Ency-
clicals, urging the- people of the world to give what-

ever help they can offer to those poor, destitute, sick

millions who are gasping their last breath without the

support of their fellow men. She is continually attempt-

ing to stir the hearts of all to inn- and immediate
on. She exhorts people to support by their gene-

ity and kindness, by their prayers, good works, and
i »fferii lent that is directing its foi

lor the succour of needy and

cloned wretches. She kindly asks those whose
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resources are meagre !o give what they can with open

hands and willing hearts. Meanwhile, She asks those

who live in luxury to reflect that the hunger and

homelessness of SO many millions will draw on them

the severe wrath of God, if they harden their hearts

and do noi contribute generously.

What is considered by the Church toda) as one

ol the greatest contradictions of peace is the desperate

condition of hosts of innocent children who are suf-

fering from hunger, cold, and disease. She, as a

compassionate mother, has volunteered to pluck needy

children from the abyss of sure destruction. Many of

Her members have undertaken to help and are already

actively at work, contributing to fulfill tin

task of relieving these afflicted children. She points

out to the world their present pitiful condition, and

reminds every one that a well cared-for childhood is

the best pledge of the future welfare of society as a

whole, not only morally, but also materially.

Even if these children arc helped, however, and

n if those in desperate need arc cared for, peace

cannot be easily possessed. To be true and lasting,

peace must be based on justice and charity. Unfor-

tunately, men nowadays often ignore these fund-

amentals : their lower passions are unleashed and

allowed to rule over them, as they selfishly strive to

satisfy themselves alone. The strong yield to the ten-

dency to domineer over the weak; the wealthy never

stoop down to lift up the poor; the happy forget to

comfort the sorrowful. Such a situation is directly

opposed to the ideas of the Church on peace. She

teaches men to aim at forming a world filled with

brotherly compassion and self-sacrifice ; a world in

which hatred and covetousness are stamped out ; ;i

world in which antagonism, vengeance, unfair and

dishonest competition are strangled; a world, finally,

in which the poor are fed, the sick cared for, and the

rights of the family, of children, and of labour are

saf< guarded.

Once these principles are heeded, then and only

then will the brilliant shafts of the sun of peace pierce

1 he heavy cloud of injustice now darkening the world,

and illuminate dismal souls with rays of hope and
determination. Then and only then will the blessed

do\ e of peace, which has fled from the monstrosities

and abominations of men for so many years, return to

its former habitat, bearing the glorious emblem of con-

cord. Then will the whole universe raise the common
chorus of peace, under the banners of justice and
charity, and once again will men lead their days in

security.

Such arc the views and aims of the Catholic

Church on peace. Tomorrow we are leaving an instit-

ution whose views and aims are the same. From
B.C. 's tender care we shall plunge into the treacherous
>,ea of Life, where circumstances shall tempt us to

violate the rules of humanity and peace. From the

embrace of a loving Mother we shall go forth to

combat the giant enemy, Time, that tests everyone
and gives each his due. We are confident, however,
thai at least we know how to start the struggle. Our
Alma Mater has sown deep in our souls the seeds of
charity and of courage: charily to live a holy life,

unstained by vice or corruption; courage to stride

forward firmly and to meet difficulties as men. Let
Baghdad College rest assured that we, her loyal

sons, shall spread her ideals of peace as far as we
can, and strive with all our might to raise up the

structure of peace according to the plan she has
instilled in us.

Edmond Nasir llu, '46.

-*jj>"t^tv
(r* ** *
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THE STORY OF A CAT
( told by herself )

I was born in a great magnificent palace, with flowers of many hues — red, yellow, blue, white,

furnished' with fine, smooth furniture, and filled with and violet. Seeing all this, I would revel in these

plenty of nice, greasy food. This palace brought delightful surroundings and spend a charming time.

features of sublimity and solemnity together with all When I had my fill of staying in the garden, 1

sorts of amusement which gladden the heart and would go to the stable. There I would find the groom

tickle the fancv. fondling the horses of the master and preparing them

No sooner had a i
-Us passed Horn tin- day for "his excellency's" daily excursion. I could not help

of mv birth than I began to watch everything and noticing, when I looked at the list of expenses, that

meditate on everything There was this child who had the master recklessly spent a tenfold greater amount

run to life two rears* ahead of me, but whom I had of money on each of these horses than he grudgingly

surpassed by two generations in experience and paid to the hard-working groom. Perlcxed at such

knowledge- this child who cried for no reason and conduct, I would think to myself, It is more likely

smiled for' no reason, and who could not move his that this groom is set on equal terms with the horse,

u * ,. o i;m ;.od pvt.MH T used to reeard lnan r 'iat tne master should ever care about equality
ees or arms but to a limited extent, i useci to rej,aiu ,-,,., '

,- , •, , •, i n~A o. .;,-,-,,... ,,Wli -i criiiii among human beings
this child with mockery, and at times witn a certain &

^
s

amounr of contempt, contrasting him with myself. 1 In this palace, and in such an environment, I

had spent long clays between the jaws o\ my mother, spent the first stage of my life. But when I grew up

as she jumped from wall to wall and moved from and felt myself capable of wrestling alone with the

place to place, until finally she cast me into the huge waves of life, I felt bored with the palace and its

ocean of life, without providing me with anything, inhabitants, and decided to leave it. I would seek

although, in fart, as I was U> learn, she had provided my fortune in the wide world.

me with everything. I was fascinated with what I had heard about

I used to sit close to this child, comparing his the countryside. Stories had come to my ears about

chains with my libertv, his flabbiness with my agility, its clear, azure sky, its florid, green earth, its folk

his obstinacy with my tractability. At times his mother who live according to the simple code of nature, who
would like to amuse him, so she would point to me seek for the sweetest melodies in the sounds of birds

with her finger, and I would bend my back and mew. and rivers, and who try to read that massive, green

Then she would try drawing near me, and 1 would book, whose letters consist of plants and flowers. And
feign fright and fear. Had the lady only known that therefore, to the countryside I determined to go!

my fear was far better than hers, she would have \ s (n the means of mv travel, I preferred a train,

ceased her nonsense. We cats are afraid only ol where I enjoyed all the privileges of our kind, moving
reality, of the catastrophe when it actually falls or is to an(j fro through the ear, without a ticket and with-
about to. Humans, on the contrary, are vexed in their (UI , ,|1t . objection of the inspectors. Before we had
slumber with nightmares and in their waking hours „,, n ». Vcrv far, however, I was shocked and terrified

with delusions which have no foundation in fan. by tin- (opies of conversation among the travellers.

Whenever I became bored with the child or his I" one corner, I overhead a whispered talk between

mother, I would go on jumping and running and two persons about murdering a certain man, and then

amusing myself, till I grew tired. Then I would enter making awav with his property. Besides, there was
the study of the master of the house, and 1 would in 'be train a poor old man, who was subjected to the

Often find him still busy preparing his election mockery, ridicule, and teasing of his fellow-travellers,

Speeches. In these it was his custom to picture the for nn other reason than for the simplicity of his mind,

poverty, the disease, and the ignorance from which There were, too, such immoral remarks, such bad,

the poor wire suffering, and then ,o threaten the rich 'ow i°kes aboul open topics, that I was simplv

with the approach of the day of wrath. No sooner, dumbfounded.

however, would one of his peasants or labourers be To gel aua\ from all this, I hurried outside. I

brought to him, by reason of some small shortcoming, clambered to the top of the train and began to
than his real nature would appear. He would show such meditate. How beautiful, I thought, is the world of
., terrible anger and such a savage Cruelty, that I could God, how pure, sublime, and charming! But oh, how
not help myself from feeling great pity. Yes. it was bitterly contrasted is it to the world of men which

pity miver] with a certain amount of perplexit) at seems bent on disturbing and even destroying the
this man, who, a minute before, in hi- election harmony of the magnificent, eternal melody of nature 1

roaring and thundering in defence of <s.wM<.nK t ,-.... i;-„„i «i . .i ,
•

t , i>> auaaeniy, i realized thai the tram had stopped.

, . . . . „ , ,. ,

] looked, and there was the countryside which 1 had
'"• how«ver

. }
V'"" M , """' 1 a" aboul this and so ardently yearned to see. A wild thrill of iov shoo*

the gard.,,, attracted bv its marvelous my body. Without hesitation I lumped to the ground

f

,; '

1

' r;i

;,":: :

' !" this paradise, would and dashed awav. On and on I went, running amidst
find all living beings i ing their ,oy in life, each the canals and sweet-scented fields and as I nn
in its own proper fashion, rhe birds would be chirping my head whirled with excited joy. "I am free! Atand singing, the fruit trees blossoming and blooming, last, I am frrr !"
the earth decked in her grrrn attire and ornam.

Rnfj. ^ ,, . ,
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THE DAWN OF ARCHEOLOGY IN IRAQ

AND ITS GROWTH
In no land has excavation assisted history so

greatly as in ihe country formerly called Mesopotamia

and now known as Iraq. In Egypt, although spade-

work has widened our knowledge of life and religion in

the Nile country, most of what we know ol '.lust-

subjects has been gleaned from temples and pyramids,

for the proper examination of which little or no digg-

ing was necessary. Generally speaking, it may be said

that excavation in Eyypt has furnished us with a

.iter insight into the earlier periods of Egyptian

progress and its prehistoric life. But in the Babylonian-

Assyrian region, practically every discovery has been

aue to hard labour with pick and spade; our know-
ledge of Chaldea in its heyday has literally been dug
up piece by piece.

The honour of beginning the great task of

unearthing the buried cites of Mesopotamia belongs

to Mr. Botta, who was the French Consul a! Mosul
in 18^2. He dug both in Nineveh and Khorsabad. In

Nineveh he unearthed a palace built by Sargon, King
of Assyria (722-705 B.C.), one of the finest examples
of palatial architecture ever discovered. Many of the

fruits of his labors were removed to Paris and deposited

in i!.e Lou. re. 1 lis reports on lhe excavation created

keen interest among scientific circles in Europe. Two
years later his successor, Victor Place, continued
Botta 's work at Khorsabad and discovered a city-gate

guarded by winged buils, the backs of which supporter!

tin arcn of the entrance.

Three years later, Sir Henry Layard, the you
English archeologist, began his work in the two
Assyrian capitals, Nineveh and Kalakh. Due to

efforts there, the great city of Nineveh was broughl
to life again after a lapse of 2500 years. In Kalakl

te, for lie found ther

statues of couchanl lions, winged bulls, and other has
reliefs with carvings of human figures. In Nineveh,
however, he made one of his most important dis-

coveries. This was the black obelisk of Shalmanesei
II, nearly seven feet high and in admirable preserva-
tion. This priceless relic is one of the treasures in lln

keeping of the British Museum.

In Nineveh he also discovered similar statues
decorating the famous Ashur-banipal palace. It was in

that palace also th;it he found the earliest known
library in the world. It was composed ol _\s,ooo
ins< ribed tablets of various subjects, dealing with
almost all ol Assyrian and Babylonian life.

After reading these tablets, the history and the civil-

ization of ancient Iraq became almost known to us.

1 om thai time, Assyriology became an established
science. Layard v. n followed by many English
archeologist s, such as, Loftus, Rowlinson, and Taylor.
rhrough their combined efforts a number ol southern

5i s "< h as, Eridu, Emma, and Barsippa Wl
dis( overed and identified.

h is of great interest to note that in 1873 George
Smith, of the British Museum, while studying and
classifying the Assyrian tablets, discovered the famous
ancient Sumerian legend of creation, inscribed in

cuneiform on clay tablets.

In 1880— 1881, however, another Frenchman
named De-Sarzac concentrated his efforts on the
ruins of Lagash, where he found the palaces and the

antiquities of the Sumerian kings, such as the famous
Gudea who ruled in the year 2300 B.C. He transferred
what he found to the Louvre in Paris. Among the
treasures sent were thirteen statues of th< kings in

natural size.

Babylon was next excavated by a German
expedition under the directorship of Koldewey who
began work in the year 1899 and continued till 1917.
Through his efforts, the history of the city of Babylon
was fully revealed, its old pa emples, walls, and
wide, paved streets were traced and discovered.
Among the finds were the celebrated Lion of Babylon
and a number of inscribed objects.

A second German expedition under Dr. Andrae
worked at Babylon in 1889. This scientisl laid bare
the palace of \ and also conducted
excavations at Qa : ergat, I of Vssur.

The Americans entered the field after the lurn
of the century. Desii the archeological
es« arches, the 1 Institu /ersitj

I Chicago si 127, to e in

Iraq a numbe , . long which
1 1 II Vsmi

, and Tell Ajrab. 1

mud (here Sumerian temples dating back to JCO
' B.C. in tin r< itu( s of Sumerian

;ods, goddessi s, -. \ -real number
of these statue:

,, ,,

where they are now exhibited, while others are in the
.Museum of the above mentioned I sity. It is

thy of note that the work of this Institute was the
nearest known approach to at . \ as a science.

In southern Iraq, the most important excavated
site is Ur of the Chaldees which was du^ by a joint
1 icpedition Oi the British Museum and the University
of Pennsylvania under Sir Leonard VVoolley. He
began work immediately after the first world war and
continued nil 1934. He discovered tin renowned Royal
Cemetery ol the Sumerian kings and notables, with
their jewelry, eourt furniture, and musical instru-
ments. The same joint expedition e\c.u.ne<i m Tell
'Ubaid, which is not far from Ur, and found ti-
the oldest known settlement in southern Iraq.

Last, but not least in importance, is tin present
D '

Genera] <>i Vntiquities oi Iraq. I hat
l)n " '"ale, u |ii( h was o\ veloped from a small
Museum, whose antiquiti e firsl gathered and
arranged bj the late Mi 1. Bell, began in
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1936 to excavate scientifically in Samarra and Wash,

outstanding Islamic cities. In the former the)

found the palaces, castles, and mosques of the Abassid

Caliph al Mu'tasim and his Wazirs with the most

interesting objects such as glass vessels, glazed pots,

and silver and gold coins dating back to the ninth

century A.D. In the latter city the mosque and palace

of al-Hajjaj ibn Yussuf al-Thaqafi were fully revealed.

During the second world war the Directorate of

Antiquities dug under the leadership of Taba Baqir
and Seton Lloyd in Tell Aqar Ouf, the capital of

Kurigalzu, the Kassite king. There they traced the

ziggurat of the city with the temples of Enlil, the

chief o-od of old Babylonia.

Another city of historical importance, which was
dug b} the same Directorate under Fuad Safar and
Seton Lloyd, was Tell-Uqair, where they found a very
ancieni Sumerian temple dating back to 3500 B.C. It

was decorated with the most lovely colors, and
contained carvings and paintings of men and beasts.
In 1943 the same Directorate excavated in Hassunah,
where they came across the earliest known settlement
in Iraq, dating back to 6500 B.C., the time when
metals and writing were yet unknown to mankind
In the same mound were found three complete human

skeletons, representing the oldest known inhabitants

of Mesopotamia. Besides, they found pottery jars

painted in black, and flint implements which were
used by man in the Neolithic period.

Professor Helprect, the Director of the third

German expedition in Iraq, in his report says, "Even
at this distance, I begin to realize that not twenty, not

fifty years will be sufficient to excavate these'

important sites." It is quite likely that in spite of

the many archce>logical activities in Iraq, there are

thousands of ruined e-ities still untouched by the

spade of the excavator. The discovery and careful

investigation of these sites would multiply the number
of our antiquities, and would also widen our

knowledge about the people that first settled here and
formed one of the most ancient and venerable

civilizations in the world.

Misbah Asil, '4;

Edito Ih' author of the abovt article has modestly
refrained from mentioning the great part

played by his father, H. E. Naji Asil, in

arousing the pri'srnt interesl in the archeo-
logy of Iraq.

-J-fc^j&tp-fc*--
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THE ARAK INDUSTRY
The manufacture of arak as a commercial product,

begun in 1921, is the oldest industry of modern Iraq.

Before the establishment of the first factory, arak was
produrcl in the homes. This custom has been

abandoned little by little, and the number of arak.

factories has now increased to four. Three of these

an- in Baghdad, the other in Mosul. The industry is

gradually growing and improving.

Dates are the chief raw material in the manufac-

ture of arak. The distillers use the "Zahdi" variety

of dates, because these contain more sugar and less

moisture, and, moreover, are much cheaper than any

other type of date. Further, it is this variety which
predominates in central Iraq where most of the

distilleries are situated.

In the actual making of arak, the dates are first

placed in a masher. This masher consists of a drum
with special revolving knives which separate the flesh

from the stone and then chop the flesh of the date to

tiny bits. Water is added to facilitate the mashing and
the separating. The water extracts the sugar and the

date juice, and the resulting solution is called mash.
The mash is then piped to one of several 5,000 gallon

vats, where it is fermented.

Alcoholic fermentation is the chemical decomposi-
tion of sugars into alcohol and carbon dioxide caused

by the catalytic action of enzymes. Enzymes are

chemical agents or substances produced by yeast or

other living organisms. Dates contain their own yeast.

The rate of fermentation depends on the temperature,

complete fermentation requiring three or four days in

summer and five to six days in winter. Fermentation
is the most important part of the whole process,

because herein is the alcohol produced.

This fermented mash is then allowed to flow by
gravity into a tank. Afterwards it is pumped to I he
fractionating and rectifying stills, where the alcohol

is separated from the olher materials in the mash.
In the stills, the lower boiling alcohol and a small

amount of water are vaporized. The ensuing vapors,

freed from the other materials, pass into condenser^,

where they are again changed into liquid. This final

product is a very concentrated solution of alcohol in

water (60 O.P.). This overproof spirit or alcohol, with-

out further treatment, can be used by the chemical

industries or by pharmacists for the preparation of

medicines, or it may be denatured and sold for indust-

rial Uses.

For the preparation of arak, however, the alcohol

must be diluted with water until it is about 90 proof

or 10 under proof. Flavoring materials, such as mastic

or white g
rum,and candy sugar are added and the whole

is redistilled in alembics, or pot stills. At present,

white gum is being employed as the flavoring agent,

because mastic is rather difficult to obtain. However,
mastic is preferred to give the needed flavor. Zahlawi
is made by adding anise oil which forms a milky

precipitate on further dilution with water. From the

pot stills the arak is allowed to flow into storage tanks.

Every operation from the fractionation on to the end
is under government control and supervison.

Ihe spirit obtained directly from tin- rectifying

still is called rectified spirit and is ethvl alcohol,

C2 H5 OH. Any alcohol which can be made into arak
or other alcoholic drink is highly taxed. To avoid the

high taxes on potable and rectified alcohols, spirit

intended for industrial uses is denatured. Poisonous
material, such as methyl alcohol or pyridine that will

not be easily separated from the alcohol, is added,
to render the alcohol unsuitable for drinking purposes.
Denatured alcohol, obviously, is not so heavily taxed.
A liter of denatured alcohol sells for 157 fils, of which
15 fils is excise tax, while a liter of rectified spirit

sells for 457 fils, 320 fils of which goes as excise tax.

Alexander Messayeh, '46

» > »» T^t&T* '* *
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BAGHDAD AND AIR TRANSPORTATION
For trade and general communication, Baghdad

was once justifiably styled the "Clapham Junction of

the East." This title is no less deserved today, con-

sidering its position as an air communications centre.

Ever since the airplane was first used for peaceful ends

in the service of mankind, Iraq has been one of the

beneficiaries of this new and rapid mode of transport.

This has resulted because of the vast expanse of desert

separating it from neighboring countries, and also,

because of its ideal climactical and geographical con-

ditions for living.

In the early twenties mail was being flown to the

people of Iraq from the European capitals. With the

production of new types of planes and the assurance

of the passenger's safety, Baghdad became a calling

point for all transcontinental air services. As a result,

it derived innumerable advantages from this universal

contact with foreign visitors and trade explorers. It

is noteworthy thai no less than seven major air lines

were operating through Iraq and offering air travel to

such widely scattered places as Calcutta, Sydney,

Kabul and "all the European and Middle-East capitals.

The government of Iraq contributed generously

to the realization of this progress by building airports

at Baghdad, Basrah, and Rutbah. These fields had

all the necessary radio and meteorological equipment.

British, French, Italian, Egyptian, and Persian air-

liners regularly stopped overnight at Baghdad. The

local hotels were vying with one another to win the

patronage of these air companies. Competition was

keen because each plane had a passenger and crew

list of 30 people.

During the war the airports at Baghdad and Basrah

were chiefly used by the planes of the British Air

Force. However, that did not prevent passengers from

travelling by plane between Baghdad and Basrah. The

end of the war has seen a great increase in these

passengers, and it will continue on a much larger

ale.

As the public became more air-minded, the need

for catering to local trallic became most pressing and

tin Department of the Iraqi Slate Railways was the

first to face this reality. On January 2(), 1946 the

first Iraqi passenger plain Hew from Baghdad to

rah carrying four passengers. They now operate

four times daily over the same route.

In the beginning the Iraqi Airways carried their

:
ers between Baghdad and Basrah only. But

having established themselves, and deservedly gained

nftdence of the people, they opened another air

i,- 1,, the Lebanon one month later, on February
1 v.-, i>.. i(

- w< < kly between Baghdad
mh. 'I wo other routes have been recently

Baghdad and Mosul and between

Baghdad and Kirkul

. mploy Briti »h pilots to

1
1 t . 1 I )r| |;i\ illand-Rapide.

As soon as they get more aircraft, they hope to

expand, and thereby bring closer together the federa-

tion of the Arab States. Iraqi pilots and mechanics
are joining in the enterprise. Incidentally, Iraq was
the first Arab country to have its own airforce and
therefore many of its pilots have hundreds of flying

hours to their credit.

The number of air passengers is already on the

increase. The services between the principle cities in

the country has been a decided boon, as well as the

speed and the comfort of the planes. Much time is

saved for business men, traders and others.

The Baghdad airport is situated very close to the

edge of the city itself. Soon it will be a part of

Baghdad. However, it still is spacious and retains

vast unobstructed and open space for the safe approach
of aircraft.

The huge and luxurious liners of the American
Airways have offered an unprecedented opportunity to

the people of Baghdad, in flying them to New York
in the same plane and in a space of time that was
hitherto undreamed of. The traffic from the United
States to the Middle East has been entrusted to two
world famous air lines: the P. A. A. and the T.W.A.
The I 'an American Airways will follow the New York,
London, Vienna, Teheran, Baghdad route. The
Transcontinental and Western Airways will follow the

New York, London, Cairo, Basrah and Karachi route.

Both airlines will be able to accommodate about 50
passengers per plane.

The time is not far off, when we will be able to

reach London, Paris or Amsterdam in twelve hours,

Cairo in three, and Beyrouth in two hours. The result-

ing influx of foreigners, both tourist and merchant,
will call for belter hotel accommodations and a wider

variety of entertainment. As this is the age of speed

and high altitude, I have visions of Baghdad College
hoys going on picnics lo Damascus or Teheran in the

planes of the Iraqi Airways. Many will take to flying

and aero-engineering as a profession, for air travel,

which will no longer be the privilege of the few, will

soon gain widespread popularity and will require a

greater number of pilots and other flying personnel.

The amateurs of 1932 will soon be in the foreground,
and I am told that wealthy farmers are already levell-

ing parts of their vast fields for their own private

planes.

So Baghdad must now look lo the skies for its

trade and pleasure. This is the air age- let us not lag

behind. To the youth falls the task of realizing the

nalions's hope. Go ahead and go aloft ! !

Sami Lawi ence, '

i'>.
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MANNA AND MARS
"And when the children of Israel saw it, they said

one to another: Manhu ! which signifieth '. What is

thisl for they knew not what it was. And Moses said

to them: This is the bread, which the Lord hath given

you to eat.

"And the house of Israel called the natne thereof

Manna: and it was like coriander seed white, and the

taste thereof like to flour with honey."

A sweet white yum exuded by tamarisk trees is

also called Manna, because it resembles in many ways
the heavenly Manna oi" the Biblical narrative. It is

collected by Arabs, who in the early morning shake

it down onto cloths spread beneath the branches of the

tamarisk tree. Manna, used as a laxative and in the

preparation of babys' feeding formulas, has long been

d bv druggists and pharmacists. This story deals

with the transformation of manna into a new chemical

npound used for a variety of purposes that range

from the preparation of medicines for the treatment ol

bean diseases to the manufacture of dynamite,

Joseph L. 1'roii-t was the first man to make a

thorough scientific examination of manna. He delighted

to examine and analyze rare and unusual things, and

it was by his many carefully performed analyses that

the principle of constant proportions of the elements
in compounds was firmly established. As Royal

Chemist to the King o\ Spain he studied the natural

resources of Spain, and it was this study thai led him
[806 to examine manna. He found that sixty

percent of manna consists of mannitol.

Glycerine :n(\ mannitol are chemical kinsfolk.

Both are members of the alcohol family. The difference

between them is that glycerine has three OH or

hydroxy] groups and mannitol has six of these groups.
In peace times large quantities of glycerine are chang-
ed to glyceryl trinitrate, commonly called "nil

glycerine," to be used in dynamite.

When Mars, the war god, declares war, i 1

tims the peace time explosives for his own destruc-

tive use. During the first world war glycerine was
mmandeered for the preparation of war explosives

and there developed an alarming shortage of industrial

explosives needed for mil A ore, and limesti

To the A'
1 dynamite manufacturer the shot'

of glycerine was a nightmare. I ould a substitute foi

glycerine be found? Then some one though! of the
kinship b ne and mannitol. Win noi
try mannitol? Mannitol was nitrated, and the product,
nitromannitol, proved to be a sati

for nitrogly* erine.

The supply of manna, however, was limited and

had to be transported to America from Syria and

North Africa under difficult wartime conditions. A
search was started for a source of supply among the

natural products of America. Dr. H. Jermain
Creighton, research consultant of the Atlas Powder
Co., worked with mannose, a sugar related to

mannitol, and succeeded in electrolyzing on a small

scale solutions of mannose to produce mannitol.

However, even the supply of mannose was limited,

and accordingly he sought to reduce other sugars to

mannitol. The war ended at this time; the short,

of glycerine ceased; and the research was abandoned.
He had proved, however, that the reduction of sugars
to the corresponding alcohols by electrochemical
inr! hods was possible.

Six years later the research was resumed, for

the Atlas Powder Co. was convinced that nitromannitol
would make better detonator caps for dynamite. Dr.
Creighton returned to his sugars and his electrolytic

cells, \fter t iS experiments he found that glucose in

an alkaline solution could be reduced to mannitol and
another alcohol called sorbitol. Glucose is the sugar
obtained from corn, a cheap and plentiful raw material
from American farms. Then followed years of research

to develop the process on a commercial scale; but,

in the end both mannitol and nitromannitol were
produced economically from cheap and plentiful raw
materials. When Dr. Creighton started his research,

he paid $20 for ten grams of mannitol. Todav it sells

in ton lots for 35 cents a pound.

With the lowering of price the uses have
multiplied. Blasting caps loaded with nitromannitol
are a reality. Nitromannitol has been found to be
more effective than nitroglycerine in treating certain

heart diseases. By substituting other elements or
radicals for one or more of the hvdroxvl groups of

nnitol, many other compounds have been prepared
n user! for a large variety of purposes. Thus

has manna, which we cat as a delicious sweet, been
transformed from the food of the children of Israel

to an important chemical of countless industrial uses

Stanley Mam, '

17.

: This article has been condensed from tl;.

"Manna becomes a Chemical," from the book
Chemical Vge" by Williams Ha) 1 Vlfred

\ Knopf, X.Y., [<
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APARTMENT 5 13
Allen Cain had died seven stories above the

sidewalks of Lower Manhattan, in apartment 513, the

last suite of a corridor which ended in a curtained

window and a sheer, unbroken drop into the street.

The corridor, with its quiet buff color scheme,

was now illuminated by iwo shaded ceiling lamps.

Two doors, breaking the sweep of the wall on either

side of the passage, made patches of dark angular

shadow quite in keeping with the depressing quietness

of that section of the building. And, at the far end of

the passage, chair tilted back against the door-jamb

of 513, lounged a blue-clad figure.

Tall and heavily built, he seemed so, even in his

present relaxed position. His uniform was that of the

police. His lace, square and rugged, held in it a

marked contrast between the friendliness of the brown

eyes, the thinness of the lips, and the grimness of the

bristled jaw. Deep caliper lines stretched from the

nostrils to the corner of the mouth. The receding hair

was more than touched with gray at the temples, and

his face was lined and weatherbeaten.

He looked at his watch: eleven-twenty. The

sei ond hour of his vigil had commenced some time

ago, though the man' he was expecting would not

arrive for another twenty minutes or so. At this hour

the big apartment-house seemed deserted. The crowd

of detectives, photographers, reporters, and morbid

sightseers had long since left, the scattered array of

cigarette stubs and burnt-out flash-bulbs had been

cleared away, and the silence had once again settled

d-.un. The ring of footsteps, the sound of voices, even

the occasional clang of the elevator gates, seemed to

have ceased altogether.

The watcher looked up as the strangely magnified

sound ol footsteps broke in upon the stillness, faded,

and died just as the (levator gates opened. Voices

real I ed him indistinctly, followed by a half-nervous

I. •miniiM laugh, a cheery "good-night," and the

scrape of the elevator gates (losing. From the direc-

tion of the elevator, someone was approaching.

\ dim figure appeared, pausing at the head of the

passage. The straight backed chair crashed into posi-

tion ;is the man in blue stood up.

"Hello there!" His voice held both challenge

and question.

"lake it easy," the other answered, "Are you

in < harge of 513?"

"I am."

"Good." I In newcomer walked further into the

ht. His clothes were noi over-expensive, his jacket

open, and a heavj camera-case was slung ovei

his shoulder. \ 9ofl fell hal was jammed carelessly

to his head. "So the mighty Mr. Cain finally lei

his past catch up with him," he remarked, "and
hi in hi living room at that."

The other squared his heavy shoulders.

"Now look, brother," he began. "I don't know
anything, and anyway I wouldn't shoot my mouth off

to a reporter. I'm sick of tossing you news-hounds

out of here. Beat it."

"Nothing doing." The newcomer pushed his hat

up from his forehead, showing more clearly the wide,

square brow, the narrow nose, the quick, light eyes

and thin lips. "I may have something to tell you. My
name's Mark Jordan—crime reporter on the Herald.

What's yours?"

"Carey. I got a message saying you'd be along

again, but I wasn't expecting you to get here so soon."

"I managed to get away early. Now take a look at

this." Jordan pulled a folded newspaper from his

jacket pocket. "My write-up. I got here within hall

an hour after it happened." He crisped the paper and
stabbed a forefinger at the article he spoke of. Carey
took it, sinking back onto the chair. The report was
headed in heavy black type, beneath which he could

see the Jordan by-line.

"Gambler Murdered in Luxury Apartment.

"Allen Cain shot by unknown hand.

"The police are now investigating the murder of

notorious Allen Cain, gambler and man-about-town,
who met his death this evening, killed by a bullet

believed to have been fired from a .22 Smith and
Wesson automatic. It is believed from the testimony

of Miss Betty Shields, elevator-operator, that the

killer was interrupted and forced to make a premature
get-away.

"Miss Shields, 23, was found unconscious a lew

feet within the dead man's apartment by a visitor

attracted to tin- scene by the shot. Later, in her

statement to the police, Miss Shields told how, when
making her way towards the elevator, she had heard

what might have been a shot and had started 0111

in its general direction in case anything might be

wrong. 'Quite by chance,' she said, 'I noticed thai

the door of 513 was ajar. I went up to it, calling out

if anything had happened. There was no answer, so

I knocked. A voice said, "Come in !" There were \w

lights on inside. I pushed ihe door open and and took

a couple of steps when something hit me.'

"Nothing is known of Miss Shield's mysterious

assailant, but the police are now looking for Mr.
William |. McPherson, from whom they expeel to

learn much concerning the background of the crime.

The case is in the hands of Inspector Holroyd of the

Homicide Bureau."

Carey looked up from the paper with something
akin to disgust.

" \s news, tins stud's as cold as last night's

supper," he said impatiently. "Why, every paper in the

city has this much in it and more. If you've got
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nothing more to say than this, you might just as well
quit wasting your time and my patience. All this was
gone over right here by Holroyd right after the
murder. Where does it get us?"

Jordan produced a pack of Camels and offered it

to Carey. He said: "Know who this guv McPherson
is?"

"Who doesn't?" Carey helped himself. "Thanks.
Sure, but he's not much good. Fell into a million a
few years back, and since then life's been one long
non-stop bender. God knows how much of it he has
left. He's about thirty. He'd tried his hand at almost
everything from living and starting gold-rushes to
punching cows and playing high-stake poker with a
dozen aces up his sleeve until the money fell into his
lap. And Ihe world knows it."

"Ihat's all in the write up," Jordan pointed out,
striking a match. "At least—more or less. And the
fact that McPherson 's been hobnobbing with the late
Mr. Cain for the last six or eight months."

"Each one trying to plav the other for ;i sucker,
do you think?" Carey asked.

"Could be." Jordan look the cigarette from bet-
ween his lips with a jerky movement strangely
characteristic of him. "Anyhow, if my theory's correct
then Cain must have made a pretty big haul. He used
to throw select little parties up here every so often for
those of his friends who liked losing money."

"Yeah?"

"Yeah. Also in the write-up one jump ahead
oi your elephantine organization. And another thing.
McPherson was up to his neck in debt, with Allen
Cain as the creditor.

"

I arey glanced down at the paper.

"Not in the write-up," he commented. "How do
you know ;il! this anyway? Clairvoyant?"

Jordan's thin lips parted in a grin.

"We Oi the press have our methods," he said,
lake it from me, Mill McPherson signed an [.O.U.

for twenty thousand two nights ago! I got onto a
fellow who was there at the time, and believe me he-
was so scared of being involved in the case that he laid
bare his soul."

Carey seemed to accept this.

"But I've seen reporters with crack-brain, d
thrones before. If yours is no better, then. . .

"

"If is, the reporter rut in. "Open and shut" he
gestured with quick nervous fingers "like that. Bui
I don't take it to Holroyd because it'll be the bigg
coop of the year. Listen." He took the paper from
arey's hands and read in quick, clipped accents.

'William M« Pherson, who inherited a million
dollars at the death of his only surviving relative thi

s ago, was a clo d of the deceased l he
P°,ICC h«ve as v, i been unable to locate him Miss

Janine Carter, McPherson's fiancee, will probably be
questioned before tomorrow.

'Allen Cain, the murdered man, who figured in
several prominent lawsuits in this and other states
during the past decade, claimed to have both lost and
won more money at a single card-game than any man
living. One theory concerning the motive for the
crime is that the murder was committed by a person
or persons who had lost large sums to Cain and found
themselves in desperate circumstances.

Jordan's voice was raised slightly, as he read a
paragraph printed in striking bold-face. He punctuated
his words with animated jabs of his free fore-fin<>-er.

' This theory is by no means the only one.
When the police went over the dead man's effects
they found no trace of an extremely valuable antique
necklace, reported to have been in Cain's possession,
and the motive of robbery is being seriously
considered.' " J

Ihe rapid, crisply spoken words ceased. The
rustle of the paper as Jordan refolded it was oddly
magnified. Frowning, now uncertain, Carey ground
his half-smoked cigarette-end beneath his heel. He had
started to speak when the other cut him short.

1 IlT"
8 ,hCrC an> mention of the P°lice finding that

Carey shook his graying head.

... ''P°
n

!

th ' nk SO
'

Cou'd've been hushed upWould ve been, if Holroyd had found it. Why?"
"Because," Jordan said levelly, "the. killer

couldn t get .t when he did the job and will come backand try some other time. At least, if the elevator girl
got there as quickly as she says she did. \„d if he
dldn t get it, I think he didn't have lime."

"Bill McPherson," ( . , N musc ,,. ••\|
;ivl)( . ,.

'hat s not much to build a ease on."

"Who wants to build a case!" Jordan dropped

iva^JT Mf°
w
°

,h<
'

'"rS and ,m<, °n i(
'
con'inuh^savagely:

1 he tries .., we'll catch him red-handedand no mo U ,,, p ,ecc o„ earth'.I be able ,o clear hum
5>ee, here s how I figure ,t. It was a, i ( , ts

, threen-u<es before anyone Other than the elevator-gi, -
"

,

V'M'" mmiS,,0n '

1 make so much uokc

;.y
:

n-,h irt y 1
so ,„ onIv , ias (<) wait'til, some ;

• , " ,, *«»come along when things are quiet, and1.7/!
Abruptly he ceased speaking. He ninoed ,h.Other'8 sleeve, his d,,k l; 1( , hardened.

"

"Hear that?" he demanded tersely.

i
(:n,v

,

sl "" ,k l,,s head
.

his face strained Thefingers on his arm gripped tighter.

"Listen !"

* 8udden i( y lensation ran up his spine.
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Seemingly nut of eternity, breaking the crystal

silence, came tin- measured tread of footsteps, ringing

hollowly on the tiled floor beyond the end of the

corridor, fading, dying. . .

The straight-backed chair scraped harshly on the

tiles rev heaved himself into a standing position.

He seemed to shake his heavy shoulders.

"Don't be a fool," he said surlily. "There's no

point in getting excited about nothing. Footsteps

needn't mean anything."

Jordan relaxed. "No, 1 guess not," he said

releasing pent-up breath with a rush. "Still.
. .

••1 know, 1 know," Carey interrupted irritably,

settling back again. "It all clicks. This necklace

they talk about might make an additional motive, it

the killer could get in. But this door's the only

entrance. Except the windows. And only a fly could

reach them. You'll have t<> explain that."

"1 think I tan. Skip it lor the moment." Jordan

dismissed the subject and went on: •'Everything

points one way. William McPherson had the motive

the I.O.U. to,- twenty thousand. He's made no

attempt to disprove opportunity or prove an alibi.

And, allowing that he didn't get away with the goods

the first time, he certainly has reason to try again.

And opportunity."

"Opportunity?" queried Carey.

"Sure." The reporter jerked a thumb at tin- other

door located further down the passage and on the

same side. "See that door? Opens into the apartment

next to Cain's, number live eleven. Round towards

the elevator there's another door, opening into the

living room of the same apartment. Should McPherson

get into 511 b) means of thai door, neither you nor

I would know a thing about it. From five-eleven he

could get into five-thirteen, ransack the place at his

leisure — unless he happened to know specifically

where the things are hidden. Simple as that - the

almost perfed crime, just another gamble to a man

like M( Pherson, with the stakes a little higher than

usual. Tin police would know, everyone would know,

but he'd skip the country, disappear before the police

ii started to look lor him in earnest. Don't you
,'• he continued excitedly, "that to McPherson

it'd be the hundredth time he was risking his neck?

Don't yon see he's jusl the one to carry ii out?

Maybi he's gol the Carter girl helping him. Win,
mst a little nen e. .

.

"

I . -, ening to the reporter's excited recital,

able to decide just at what point of the

that the other sound broke through
to his consciousness. Ii to have been hammer-
ing insistently at his brain for some time before the

alization came to him, both of its presence and

meaniri ould be onlj one meaning. .

From behind the polished dooi ol s'^ cam< a

irp splintering sound, a , of breaking wood . .

Jordan's las! words were lost on Carey. With an

inarticulate grunt he lumbered to his feet, his rugged
face a mask of complete, uncomprehending surprise.

"Listen," he gasped. "Jordan, there's someone
in that apartmenl !"

He fumbled at his pocket, as he delved for the

key. He found it, slipped it into the key-hole, and
flung the door open recklessly. From behind them the

corridor lights Hung a wedge of yellow into the

darkened room. He felt blindly for the switch and
clicked it on. Light flooded the room.

In a single all-embracing glance they took in the

details, — the well-polished wood-work, the rugs, the

expensive furniture, the heavy desk in the far corner.

On their right was a door. Carey dashed towards it

and flung it open. Indistinctly, he made out the

appointments of a bedroom.

"The closet !" he cried. "It must back onto one

in five-eleven. Only a thin wooden partition— !"

Before him was a built-in wardrobe. He wrenched
it open furiously. A man's clothes — he pushed them
aside, and saw the broken, splintered remains of the

back of the closet. And behind it, emptiness. . .

"Almost forced through," he shouted. "Given up
and gone. He won't get far, though. I'll get the whole
city on his heels. .

.

"

Carey retraced his steps, his face flushed and
wild, jusl in time to see the front door closing. A
newcomer stood with his back to the door.

"Thai won't be necessary," he rapped. "You—

"

to Jordan, "keep awav from that desk."

Jordan had whirled where he stood by the open
and littered desk, and now stared at the stranger.

The latter was tallish, lean, rock-like, and had appear-
ed in their midst SO silently that the closing of the

door had been their first intimation of his presence.
He gripped a small automatic in one hand.

"McPherson!" burst out Carey.

The newcomer grinned mirthlessly.

"So he reall} fooled you, did he?" he asked.

\ neat little plan, the main idea being to convince
yon he was Mark Jordan for jusl long enough to

make you swallow his cock-and-bull tale about expect-
ing McPherson to break in from the next apartment.
Then, when Janine Cartel started to break in tin

(lose) wall, you considered it confirmation of his

'theory' and let him in yourself. Thai was all it was
meant to do, this plan of his. Jusl to have you let

him in so that he could have a couple of minutes in

Cain's rooms undisturbed."

\ disordered jumble of seemingly disconnected
facts, which had been whirling about the bewildered

Carey's brain suddenly began to drop into place, like a

mirai ulously assembled jig-saw puzzle. The "repor-
ter's" early arrival ... His apparently clairvoyant

knowledge of the case. . . The manner in which he
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had disregarded the possibility of the complete sun
of the killer's first venture. . . All formed a perfect

pattern of sheer nerve and bare-faced effrontery that

not one man in a million could have either devised

or carried out. Suddenly he saw it all.

"A neat little plan, because it persuaded the Law
to unlock the door,"' the new arrival went on. "Neat,
because it sent the Law out on a wild-goose chase
when the criminal was in here all the time. And
because it used my name and my write-up as a blind.

I'm Mark Jordan." His automatic moved suggestively.

"I wouldn't try a getaway, McPherson. We want a

trial, not another inquest. Move away from the desk,

and keep your hands off that camera case. I'm phon-
ing the police."

Then he relaxed slightly, and, "What's the bet

that Mr. McPherson's camera case really contains a
.22 Smith and Wesson?" he asked.

Gerald Pearce, '48.
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25 YEARS OF GROWING PROGRESS
OUR SERVICE IS A GUARANTEE FOR YOUR PERFECT SATISFACTION.

J. P. BAHOSHY BROTHERS

Sole Agents for :
—

Blackstone & Co., Ltd.

R.A. Lister & Co., Ltd.

Church Street, Baghdad.

Horizontal & Vertical Diesel Enoines.

— Small Range of Vertical Engines and Electric
Sets.

W.H. Allen Sons & Co., Ltd.

Horseley Bridge & Thomas Piggott, Ltd.

U.D. Engineering Co., Ltd. —
Robert Hudson & Co., Ltd. —
Bradley & Craven, Ltd. —
W. S. Barron & Son, Ltd.

Richmond & Chandler —
The Scottish Tube Co., Ltd. —
Earle Bourne & Co., Ltd. —

.vnian Hender & Co., Ltd.

I) Mitchell & Co., Ltd.

E I'. Barms, Ltd. —

James Neil & Co., (Sheffield), Ltd. —

Marsh Brothers & Co., Ltd. —
J. Parkinson & Sons —
Thos. Bradley Engineers —
f ) >ter Mfg. Company —
Mulcott Belting Co., Ltd. —

1

( roodru h & Co. —
Automatic Pressings, Ltd. —

'Tigris Conqueror" Centrifugal Pumps.

Steel Tanks, Bridges & Water Purification

Plants.

Ice Plants & Dairy Machinery & Equipments.

Transportation & Light Railway Materials.

Brickmaking Machinery.

Flour Mills & Composition Millstones.

Rice Machinery.

Steel Tubes & Fittings.

Copper & Other Alloy Tubes, Sheetings, &
Rods.

Semi Rotary Pumps & Brass Fittings.

Lathes & Radial Drills.

Export Agents for Stanley, Disston, Cleveland
& Armstrong Tools, etc.

"Eclipse" Hack Saw Blades, Frames and Tool
Bits, etc.

Steel Tools, Files & Drills.

Engineering & Carpentry Vices.

Power & Hand Drilling Machines.

Bulldog Stocks & Dies & Pipe Tools.

Hair Belting & Canvas Hose.

Rubber Belting & Rubber Goods.

Bell Lacing, etc.

^?4f
> 4J *

Telegraphic address :

—"B A II O S II Y—Baghdad"
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N. J. LASSOW
BAGHDAD BASRAH IRAQ.

GENERAL MERCHANT

Grower, Packer, and Exporter of dates.

Importer of Tea, Coffee, Sugar, Soaps, Cement, Hardware and General Merchandise.

Exporter of General Iraq Produce.

Director : The Rafidain Brick Factory Ltd., Baghdad.

The Iraq Trading and (irain Milling Co., Ltd., Baghdad.

Sole Proprietor, Ice Factory, Basrah.

Sole Proprietor, Ice Factory, Baghdad.

Telephones

Cables and Telegram^ Office 02.221 Basrah

LASSOW Ice Factory 02.226 Basrah

Baghdad and Basrah. Residence 02.643 Basrah

+ • +
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INTERNATIONAL

HAS WON
riN

BY COSTING LESS

TO RUN!

For speed, reliability, and long-lived economical hard automative operation ask for

INTERNATIONAL TRUCKS.

Sole Distributors for Iraq :

MENASHI MASHAAL rc£ Co. (IRAQ)
Rashid Street Baghdad.

TELE
(grams "MASHAAL"

I phones 6397 or 5884

-j-^cb.t^p-*-L--
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"The Arab Contracting & Trading Company Limited'
1

BAGHDAD, KUWAIT, HIJAZ, HAIFA, AMMAN, DAMASCUS, BEIRUT, CAIRO,

TRIPOLI, AND LONDON.

Sole Distributors for:

—

G.A. HARVEY & CO., LTD.

MILLS SCAFFOLD CO., LTD.

f. McNeill & co., ltd

EXPANDED RUBBER CO., LTD.

JACKSON ELPHICK & CO., LTD.

BRITISH PAINTS, LTD.

A. JOHNSON & SONS, LTD.

J. G. ROBERTSON & SONS, LTD.

SILEXINE, LTD.

ALEXANDER, FERGUSSON & CO., LTD.

HUNTLEY & SPARKS, LTD.

ROOTES, LTD.

VINCENT H.R.D. CO., LTD.

EXCELSIOR MOTOR CO., LTD.

PESTICIDE DDT, LTD.

CROWN BEDDING CO., LTD.

ALEX PICKERING & CO., LTD.

KEENOCK CO., LTD.

HERTS WELDING, LTD.

HAYWARD-TYLER & CO., LTD.

ASSOCIATED HOSPITAL EQPT.
MANUFACTURERS, LTD.

PARTRIDGE WILSON & CO.

TRANSRECEIVERS, LTD.

VARLEY DRY ACCUMULATORS,

Engineers & Metal Workers, Steel Office Equipment.

Pipe Scaffolding-.

Bitumen Roofings Tarred felts. Hair felts, Pipe
covering's, Partition blocks.

Expanded Rubber.

Steel, Iron, Brass Founders, Barhs and Sanitary
Fixtures.

Painis.

Sanitary Earthenware & Fire Clay Products.

Mineral Plastics.

Stone Paints.

Lead, Lead Pipes, etc.

Patent Staple Binders for Reinforcements.

Cars, Commercial Vehicles.

Precision Engineers, Motor-Cycles.

Motor-Cycles and Autobykes.

Insecticides, DDT.

Mattresses.

Radios, Amplifiers <X General Exporters.

Painl Machinery.

Sack Trucks, Tool Trays, Lever Locks.

Bottle Machinery Duplex Oil Pumps.

Hospital eqpt. of all kinds.

Electrical Works, Davenset Transformers,
Accumulator Charging, Equipment.

Radios, Valves, Voltmeter, Stroboscope-Car, Radio
Aerial Midget, Walkie-Talkie.

Dry Accumulators.

+++

Also the Company possesses and controls a most up-to-date Service Station for the benefit of the owners
of our Motor Cars who are offered :

—
(1) FREE SERVICE FOR ONE COMPLETE YEAR.

(2) FREE SPARES TO REPLACE BREAKAGES.

(3) FREE INSURANCE AGAINSI \|.|. ACCIDENTS.
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E. ML LAWEE Ltd
c
Distrbutors of

:

"CHEVROLET" Cars & Trucks.

"BUICK" Cars.

"FRIGIDAIRE" Refrigerators & Air Conditioning.

"GOODYEAR" Tyres and Tubes.

"MOBILOIL" Lubricating Oils & Greases.

"EXIDE" Batteries.

"AC" Sparking Plugs.

"RONEO" Cabinets & Duplicators.

"DELCO" Batteries.

SPARES AND ACCESSORIES.
Also Operators of :

WELL EQUIPPED SERVICE STATION

(affording complete repair facilities)

Head Office.

Al Rashid Street, Baghdad, Iraq.

Telephones : 3109 Office.

5300 Parts Depts. & Workshop.

Telegraphic Address : "TAXI"

-•-•-#-

Branches :

BASRAH-KIRKUK-MOSUL

WELL ESTABLISHED DEALER ORGANIZATIONS THROUGHOUT
OTHER MAIN CENTERS OF THE COUNTRY
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FINEST IRAQI DATE PRODUCTS
**-

Manufactured by pioneers in the Iraqi Date Industry.

Originators of the famous

"ASFAR'S DATE CUBES"
And owners of the World Known

"BLACK SWAN BRAND."

Some of our numerous products include-

Wainut and Almond Date Cubes

Walnut and Ginger Date Cubes

Walnut and Sesame Date Pudding

Chocolate, Dates

Caramel Dates

Date Syrup

bpieed Dates in Syrup

Date Chutnev

(0

ASFAR & Co.. BASRAH, IRAQ.

,t * <
Tii*tP*< '
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UNITED INTERNATIONAL TRADING

& ENGINEERING CORPORATION

(IRAQ) Ltd.

Import- Export, Contractors' & Manufacturers' Agents
Baghdad

SOLE AGENTS IN IRAQ FOR.
L. STERNE & Co., Ltd.

Air Conditioning and Refrigeration

LONDON SPINNING Co., Ltd.

Ropes and Twines, Manila, Hemp, Sisal and Wire

ROBERT BOWRAN & Co., Ltd.

Paints and Distempers, Bearing Metal,

Marine Glue, Plastic Eire Cement

HARLAND ENGINEERING Co., Ltd.

Electric Motors and Pumps

ABERDARE CABLES
Electric Cables of all kinds

KAUTEX PLASTICS
Ultric Vulcanising Sets

ABERDALE CYCLES
Pedal Cycles

MURPHY RADIO Ltd.

Radio Sets

Enquiries regarding lh( above products should be addressed to :

HEAD OFFICE: 291/9 BEDAW1 STREET, BAGHDAD

Tel : 4833

Basrah Office: X/n A/i/ia Street, Ashar, Tel: 02-315
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F. A. KETTANEH & Co., Ltd. (Iraq)

SOLE DISTRIBUTORS IN IRAQ FOR

Chrysler Corporation, U.S.A. Chrysler, Dodge & Plymouth Cars.

i )e Soto cars and trucks.

Commercial Vehicles.

Fargo & Dodge Trucks.

Diesel Marine & Industrial Engines.

Crossley Motor Ltd., England. Buses.

Kelly Springfield Tire Co. Ltd., U.S.A. Tires and tubes.

Fairbanks Morse & Co., U.S.A. Diesel Engines, pumps, scales.

Johns-Man ville International, U.S.A. Building Materials.

Josiah Parkes & Sons Ltd., England. Union Locks.

United States Steel Inc., U.S.A. Steel Products.

Winthrop Products Inc.. U.S.A. Pharmaceuticals.

Eli Lilly International Corp., U.S.A. Pharmaceuticals.

neral Electric Medical Products Co.,

U.S.A.
Medical apparatus for hospitals & clinics.

- S. White i H-ntai, U.S.A. Dental Products.

International General Electric Co., Inc.,

U.S.A.
Electric appliances & fittings.

Radios.

Refrigerators.

Air conditioning units.

British rhomson Houston < o. Ltd.,

England.
Mazda Lamps.

E. I. I)u Pom de NTemou o., Inc.,

U.S.A.
Dyes aad paints.

' Chemicals.

Photographic products.

\romalics.

"< \-( lax" England. ( )o .metics.

, Ltd., England. Woolens.

Sir Henry Lunn Ltd., England. "Biro" Fountan Pens (Miles-Martin).

UP TO DATE SERVICE STATION AND REPAIR SHOP

at Chazall Street. Baghdad
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IBRAHIM J. SAAD <3? FILS
ESTABLISHED IN 1865.

IMPORT - EXPORT - COMMISSION

j
Baghdad

Head Office : Beyrouth Branches
Cair0

Damascus

Teheran

Distributor:; for :-

FEDERAL MOTOR TRUCKS
PACKARD MOTOR CARS
U.S. ROYAL TIRES, TUBES & RUBBER GOODS
SINCLAIR LUBRICATING OILS
KELVINATOR REFRIGERATORS
"KEO" ALCOHOLIC DRINKS (Produced by the Cyprus Wine & Spirits Co.,

Ltd., Limassol)

PAH- 1 BLUE RIBBON BEER
LONDON GUARANTEE & ACCIDENT CO., LTD., London (Insurers)

SOUTHSEAS EXPORT & IMPORT CO., Nev York (General Exporters)

\\ .11. HOOKER & CO.. London —do—
A.R. CLARKE & CO.. LTD., Toronto, Canada (All kinds of leather)

THOMAS COO* & CO.. Sydney, Australia (Provisions & leather)

JOH\ GREENISH & SONS LTD., Bradford (Suitings)

MANHATTA? PASTE & GLUE, INC., Brooklyn, Ne\* York (All kinds of

adhesives)

FARNSWORTH TELEVISION & RADIO CORPORATION
NEW HUDSON LTD., Birmingham (Bicycles & Autocycles)

BROOK, PARKER & CO., LTD., Bradford (Chemicals & Pharmaceuticals)

MINNEAPOLIS MOLINE POWER IMPLEMEN1 CO., Minnesota

U.S.A. (Tractors X- Agricultural machinery)

1- re, Etc.,

Telephone 74%%
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INTERNATIONAL TRACTORS
To Have Tractors Last, Choose Quality First.

INTERNATIONAL TRACTORS have proved their worth and have ever

maintained leadership in farm service.

Sole Distributors for Iraq :

MENASH1 MASHAAL ® Co. (IRAQ)
Rashid Street Baghdad.

1 grams "MASHAAL"
TELE -

.

I
I

6397 or 5884.

ANDREA'S PHARMACY
V. HOLESALE AND RETAIL CHEMIS I S

B \GHDAD

Telephone : 4432
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PHOTOG RAPHERS
By Special Appointment to

H. M. THE KING OF IRAQ

&

PHOTO GOODS DEALERS

354/1 Rashid Street Baghdad.

LEVANT EXPRESS TRANSPORT S. A.

xnational Forwarders and Shippers, Transporters, Freight Contractors, Customs
Brokers.

Head Office Beyrouth.

Branch Offici

Syri Damascu - Aleppo Lebanon: Tripoli

Iraq : Baghdad Basrah Mosul

Kirkuk Khanaqin Palestine : Haifa—Tel-Aviv

Iran: Teheran Khorramshahr Kermanshah Hamadan — Khosrovi

Owners of Saloon < Regulai Freight Service between :

Running bei ween : Q , . . , c .o Baghdad and hyna |

Baghdad and Teheran Baghdad and Palestine - and vice-versa

and vice vei Baghdad and Iran )

Through Bill ol Lading issued to all pan \ ol the world.
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HAFIDH AL-KADI
Baghdad— Al-Rashid Street. Tel. 3627

RADIOS, PHOTOPHONES, TRANSMITTERS, REFRIGERATORS,
AIR CONDITIONING, HOME APPLIANCES. MOTOR CARS,
TRUCKS & BUSES, ELECTRIC FITTINGS, PAINTS & DYESTUFFS,

STATIONARY & MARINE ENGINES,
CONSTRUCTIONAL MATERIAL, ROAD MACHINERY, TEXTILES,
COTTON, RAYON, SILK, WOOLEN PIECE-GOODS.

New York Office I20 Bennett Ave.
Tel. Wadsworth 3-6898

THE BRITISH GENERAL SUPPLY STORES
258 Mustansir Street. Baghdad. Tel. 5668

WINES & PROVISIONS.

TEXTILES & GENERAL MERCHANDISE.

TRANSPORTERS & GOVERNMENT CONTRACTORS.

FILM DISTRIBUTORS & DEALERS

IN CINEMA EQUIPMENT.
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STYLE AND QUALITY

To make the best choice

of

up-to-date Swiss Watches

MOVADO—ROLEX—UNIVERSAL
CALENDOGRAPH—CHRONOGRAPH

self-winding, water-proof,

anti-magnetic, etc., and

other all-proof

—

Sole distributors

for Iraq.

CALL AT

THE SWISS WATCH Co.. Ltd.
BAGHDAD & BASRAH

(repairs of every description undertaken)

THE WORLD RENOWNED LONGEST MILEAGE TIRE

The TIRE of tomorrow

is hero TODAY '

When you want easier

riding, Extra Mileage,

Maximum safety, Greatest

Economy

—

ASK FOR

FIRESTONE TiRES

Sole Distributors for Iraq,

MENASHI MASHAAL Sl CO.
Rashid Street Baghdad.

„fl7 |
grams "MASHAAL"

TELL
phones 6397 or 5884.

( Ir»jxq[ )
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THE NATIONAL TOBACCO Co., Ltd.

PRODUCES

THE MOST POPULAR CIGARETTES

LUX ROYAL

VIRGINIA

GOLDEN CROWN.

J., F. & A. TAWFIK YONAN
Al-Rashid Street 285/1. Baghdad (Iraq) Tel. No. 4937

Importers, Wholesale Dealers & Contractors

Electrical fittings and accessories, constructional material, radios & accessories,
hardware goods, air conditioners and refrigerators, motors and generators.
etc.. etc., etc.
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COOKS WORLD WIDE TRAVEL ORGANIZATION.

offers

FREE ADVICE FREE INFORMATION FREE RESERVATION.
i i

We are agents for ALL Airlines, Railways, Steamship Companies and Road
Transporters. We have had more than ONE HUNDRED YEAR'S
EXPERIENCE WITH TRAVEL PROBLEMS. Let us help you. It costs

no more to travel through COOKS.

In addicnn our SHIPPING AND FORWARDING DEPARTMENT handles

consignments of merchandise and baggage in any amounts, to any destination,

at strictly competitive rates. Importers and Exporters know thev can count on

us for RELIABLE SERVICE.

Our FOREIGN EXCHANGE DEPARTMENT offers a unique range of services

to Travellers, and also handles promptly remittances to all parts of the world.

THOMAS COOK & SON, Ltd.

Rashid Street, Baghdad Tel.

3027

5335

Dr. VICTOR A SHAMMAS

Chirurgien - Dentiste

Diplome de la Faculte Franchise de Medecine de Beyrouth

CUnique : Battawin

Tel : Clinique 4268

Domicile 7282
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ENGRAVERS
For EL IRAQI

\

Compliments of

A FRIEND
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SINDBAD HOTEL
Specialists and easily the best

The Sindbad Hotel specializes in tirst class food and supremely good cooking.

The Sindbad Hotel is of a ''manageable" size. The proprietor is able to give

individual attention to each resident, who is made to feel genuinely that his comfort

and convenience are matters of great moment to the manager and every member of

the staff.

The Sindbad menus are supremely good.

Reminiscent of the West End of London !

--*•-

THE SINDBAD HOTEL
Rashid Street

BAGHDAD

EST. OROSDI-BACK
THE BIGGEST STORES IN IRAQ SELLING

AT THE LOWEST PRICES

Ladies' Coats, Dresses, Costumes, etc.

Ladies Lingerie & Furs

Ladies' & Gents' Underwear

Woolen ik Silk Materials

Perl i unci v & Toys et<

STANSIR STREET. HAGHDAD IRAQ
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TAJIRIAN S ENGINEERING

FIRM

Qualified Engineers, Architects

& Contractors.

Kadhim Makiyah Building

Lynch Street.

Consult our firm for any constructional

schemes and supervision of your build-

ings. We undertake contracts as well.

Our firm specializes in steel and

reinforced concrete works. Let us plan

your future house now, as all building

materials are available.

Our plans are famous for comfort,

beauty and economy in design.

STEPHEN LYNCH

& CO , LTD.,

BAGHDAD.

General Merchants.

Lloyd's Agents.

Engineers.

Steamship Agents.

-^ •1»*frp»**^

To The Class 1946

COMPLIMENTS OF

Dr. A. ARIS

SURGEON DENTIST

for BAGHDAD COLLEGE
STUDENTS.

Rashid Street

Said Sultan Ali

Baghdad

l'>\ Appointment to

H.R.H. THE REGENT & THE
ROYAL PALACE

VLADIMIR SIGAL
Est. 1921

High Class

(ioldsmith-Silversmith- Engraver

Enameller-Jeweller

Diamond Merchant & Art Metal
Works

---

Code

Tel. address : Vladimir Sigal

Baghdad

Bentley's

LYNCH BUILDING
BAGHDAD

IRAQ
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For Your Shopping

VISIT THE

GENERAL SUPPLIES

DEPOT

Al Rashid Street

Baghdad.

. ^ .-TvgygM*^j&(E±

Your Optical

Prescription

If you want a really good job

made of it send it to a house

of repute.

Send it to :

—

IRAQ OPTICAL STORES

Manufacturing Opticians

Rashid Street

Baghdad.

A. D. FETTO
Chemist, Druggist & Optician

Rashid Street.

By Special .Appointment to H.M.
tho King and the Royal Palace.

Telegram - Fetto's Pharmacy
Telephone - 6579

Agents for :

—

Allen & I lanbur) '

I .td. .
I .ondon.

Bi K)i Idl Ltd., I .ondon.

Horlick 5 Ltd., Slough, England,

arter & Co., Raynes Park.

I .nndoli.

International Chemical ( o., Ltd., I.ondon.

Medico-Biological I .aboratories, 1 .ondon.

I tin's 1 .td. . London.

Sterling Products, Newark, N.J., U.S.A.

Miles I .aboratorie - Inc. Elkharl , Ind.

Diai 1 Ltd., Toronto, < )anad;

ZIA HOTEL
MICHAIEL ZIA

Established in 191 1

ALL ROOMS WITH PRIVATE

BATHROOM

OVERLOOKING THE TIGRIS

RIVER.

! el.egram : AL ZIA

Telephones : 7402

4808
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TAILORING

ILAN DIN

CIVIL AND MILITARY

TAILOR

424 1 al-Rashid St.

BAGHDAD.

- v-=j^

NAIRN TRANSPORT

Company, Ltd.

Regular Passenger Services

to

DAMASCUS—BEIRUT—HAIFA

Full particulars from our offices

on King Faisal Avenue or all

booking agents.

** *"* *!; ffil
j"' * * '

H. E. DANGOOR
& COMPANY

Head office :

P.O. Box 274 P.O. Box 795

Calcutta Bombay

P.O. Box 579

Karachi

Manufacturers' Representatives,

Importers and Exporters of

GENERAL MERCHANDISE
SPECIALISTS IN TEXTILES

Office in Ira (j :

E. H. DANGOOR
(Prop : Dangoor Stores)

P.O. B<> 54, Baghdad, Iraq.

Co ' 1 Inviti

CHARLES & NASSIR
Electrical

&
General Engineering Contractors.

Sub Agents & Stockists for :

—

G. E. C.
Motors, I )ynamos & Pumping Sets.

Electric wiring of buildings.

Factories & Town distribution.

Switchboards, starters, regulators

constructed to requirements.

'
I nerating plants lor lighting.

Batter} charging & welding.

Rewinding t*V reconditioning of

motor-., transformers, dynamos, etc.

Distributor of Crosslej Diesel Engine.

Electric lighting sets.

.jl 5

;

1 Rashid St. 'I <! ;,
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STANLEY SHASHOUA
Rashid St. Baghdad.

Agent & Sole Distributor in Iraq for

WHITE TRUCKS
CADILLAC CARS

HUDSON CARS

GOODRICH TYRES &
ACCESSORIES

EDISON BATTERIES &
SPARK PLUGS

CITIES SERVICE OILS &
GREASE

BRICOVMO PISTONS & RINGS

THE IRAQ INSURANCE

OFFICE LTD.

ALL CLASSES OF

INSURANCE TRANSACTED

CHIEF AGENTS IN IRAQ

for

GUARDIAN INSURANCE

Co., Ltd.

Telephone 7807

W. J. COKER & CO., Ltd.

Sole distributors for :

—

ROLLS-ROYCE Passenger Motor Cars

STANDARD Passenger Motor Cars

rYE Horizontal Diesel Engines,

Pumps, Presses, (Jar-washers, etc.

GARDNER Marine & Vehicular Diesel

Engines.

FODEN Diesel Busses & Heavy Duty

Lorries.

C.C. WAKEFIELD "CASTROL"
Lubricating Oils & Greases.

CALLENDER Electric Cables.

INDIA Rubber Tyres & Tubes.

ENGLISH ELECTRIC Vertical Diesel

Engines, Motors & Transformers.

REVO Electric Ceiling & Desk Fans.

All kinds of Hand and Machine tools and

garage equipment.

ALI & AHMAD BAHBAHANI Co.

Estd. 1880

IMPORT—EXPORT

& COMMISSION

Al-Rashid Street

Baghdad, Iraq.

--

Chalia Building

Matran Street

Beyrouth

Lebanon.
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ANDREW WEIR

& COMPANY

ENGINEERS

and

GENERAL '.IMPORTERS

EXPORTERS.

. l .tK-^v
fr^p dd.

BRITISH SPORTS DEPOT
(A! Rashid Street)

The House for :

Presentation Articles:—Ivoryware,
Brassware, Carved & Ivory Inlaid Teak
& Sandalwood Work, Ruby & Moonstone
Jewellery and other Eastern Curios.

Chief Stockists of Sports Goods of all

kinds. Supplies to Schools, Ministeries,

Clubs, etc, undertaken at competitive
rates.

High Class Tailors for Civil & Military

including Ladies.

A. 1. quality seasonal materials in

exclusive designs & lovliest shades
always in stock.

THOUSANDS TAKING
ADVANTAGE.

WHY NOT YOU ?

PELTOURS S.A.E.

TRAVEL & TOURIST AGENTS

Clearing, Forwarding, Insurance,

Money Exchange.

428/ j Al-Rashid Street.

BAGHDAD

Tel. 625]

SEMIRAMIS
The Leading Hotel in Baghdad.

The largest and best Terrace Garden
overlooking the Tigris.

All rooms with private bathrooms

I elephones : 3905 or 4225.

Telegram : SEMIRAMIS HOTE1
BAGHDAD

^-k^^^p 4 * .
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Oh Lovely!
it's shining like glass*

*0(§dar
makes antiques* first class'

Sole Agent for Iraq :

ABDULKADER M. ADAMJI
General Merchant

Al-Rashid Street BAGHDAD

4 *rtT^>

You wonder why Dabby's Shoes are

the standard of footwear quality and
the people's trust

!

They are designed to meet your specific

needs. They have the leather, the comfort,

|
and the crafmanship that your feet need

!
and deserve. That is why DABBY'S
offers lasting shoe pleasure to men who

; want the best.
jj

ASK FOR

DABBY'S
Insist that all your shoes bear

the trademark

"DABBY"

n^i
t

Jr »>

cs
9 °*yry

j^A) l^'to, j&A\ o> jl\ ;XJ!
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K. L. GHARIBIAN
SHOE MAKER
Al-Rashid Street No. 424-1

Opposite Bab-al-Shiekh Street

Baghdad.
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CU^J' JL*Hc
•

OZJ 9-jll o\ »*jAjJl j 9tSl jfc

jj\ ?eil <»u ^y \ ^^JUI

E
L-^1

jl-xi. Sij.vjJll <JL Jl o_>>j)l w-l^cJ i5^

ALWAYS ASK FOR

GIRL GRAND
EDIBLE OILS

Produced by

Vegetable Oil Extraction Co., Ltd.. Baghd,std Iraq.

Telephone No. 7385 vt-ao jyUi ^
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_>^\ »Vy ^Ulj ;.\_A«Jl JljiVl ^\_>^l ** *J\_>Jl ^^.j j^*jVl Jo) <i*lo>. ^ ^" JUjVI ^^>_ j\
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~
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jl Jcy~3 SJbJUl J> ^\J\ J*i-I UJU» lj>U

_>>l *Ls (^xJ^ jU? aJ_»\ jt Jl*>\ as o^vUJi J\
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,_y_ •* JJV-' -** il-Ai» 4ji*V>- ^-^ J^-J * 4X'V~JI ^ jL*\l
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*J^JaJl J-^S o%^I^J JiJl Jf

(J^iaJt L_»l »aV_>-jJ>I SVUj /*—* ^_iii>tJ . ^jVl

jru*.»" Ji—M ii-Dl <y }\1*J oVLi? Jc j&Z~J ioVJl

otjl—Jl VJUl iiJaJl ^j o^Ji y>«' <>^" ^Jl obV—Jl

**Z~*
(J$\ JiJl (J»*V—J ^J •iVJal! jV>jV\ ^ _>-J'
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}\

*\> I\ Jl V/^u* V*»^ IjVi Ao^Jl oiyVUl ^ j~^Sj

Vl) *>- *=»«" V^i* o^j—^t V'jk>-*

4-*^L J^ <£-y~*\ <-k.>*~£> VJjVlT jl t_jjV-s» \jlj

j\ ^A->t-aJ\ ^J,".„A \LJLm jCj_\a jVi»\l -y* Vj-J Oa^, .>.,')

^ j_jX~-j •V4J jy^y. "VJiaJ (^JjVS J>"j>) Jl .^~»is

U - r^.j^^ J^ ^*J -^^ l$-^^ r-^jLa)\ jl jL>-Vl jv>
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Oji-^ »VJ*1 0^\ y^Lal (oUl) S-fc^- ^3^ ^J-^ 1 J3^ jy^ A t5» (ji^ 1 JV Satj^ ^^^ • jCLJ\
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